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I. Abstract

With the rise of the Semantic Web and freely available web services, the possibilities of searching for
information improved. Current information systems, however, often use old-fashioned methods for
recommending information resources, based on user models which are based on the behaviour of the
user instead of the actual knowledge of the user. An enhanceduser model, developed for OntoAIMS,
enables improved search methodologies resulting in a personalized resource recommender. This rec-
ommender is implemented for the OntoAIMS adaptive information management system which is used
as an e-learning environment for testing the results of thisrecommender. This recommender provides
a personalized recommendation system for students, using information in the ontology used for the
domain representation and the knowledge of the user stored in an enhanced user model. Further-
more, the recommendation system automatically retrieves resources from the Internet and annotates
the resources with available metadata and concepts in the ontology, which is used for improving the
recommendation system. Based on an evaluation with real users, the OntoAIMS system is improved
with the resource recommender. We present an analysis of this user evaluation and the benefits of a
personalized resource recommender. A detailed design and implementation of a personalized resource
recommendation system is presented in this thesis, using several components and web services.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

One of the most important aspects of the Semantic Web [2] is a high level of personalization. People
expect that services know what they mean and take their preferences into account. However, most of
the time users are not specifying in detail what they want from a service. A well-known example of
this problem are search engines. When searching for information on a particular subject using Internet
search engines, users typically enter very few query terms [1]. Usually, this leads to very large number
of individual results. Search queries on a commonly used search engine like Google [16] often results
in more than a million hits.

In order to make the envisioned Semantic Web possible it is necessary to incorporate the prefer-
ences and the perspective of the user. Users expect dynamic adaptation of a systems without explicitly
specifying how. This desire resulted in the usage of user models in Semantic Web applications based
on ontologies [4]. There are also several efforts to incorporate the use of user models to improve
the usability of search engines, for example [20], in order to make it easier to find information on
the Internet. These efforts are using user models based on the usage of the search engine and do not
take the actual knowledge and perspective of the user into account. Until recently, user models were
suited to deal withclosed-world assumptionwhere user models consits ofmisconceptions, based on
the discrepancies between the semantics of the user and the expert. User models suited foropen-world
assumptionwill make it possible to deal with the dynamics of a user’s conceptualization required to
personalize the Semantic Web [11]. Using available knowledge from an ontology combined with an
enhanced user model when searching for information is required to meet the expectation of the user.
New approaches for using user models will make it easier to personalize search results and transform
it into a recommendation of interesting resources.

Another trend, related to the Semantic Web vision, is the so-called Web 2.0. Web 2.0 refers to
the latest developments in technologis for the World Wide Web, such as web services, social tagging
(folksonomies), social networking and community maintained information(wikis) [21]. Another part
of the Web 2.0 trend are so-calledmashups, combinations of public available web service into novel
applications. This trend made companies, such as Yahoo!, Google and Microsoft, to create free pro-
gramming interfaces to their services. Combining these free services with ontologies, user models and
other technologies makes it possible to combine the strenghts of the individual services into an appli-
cation that provides new features or improved usability. New combinations of user models with freely
available API’s to web services makes it possible to improvethe search results of existing Internet
search engines.
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1. Introduction

This research is part of the SAPPHIRE project. This project is part of the SWALE project, which
is a joint project between the Eindhoven University of Technology and the University of Leeds that
investigates issues of knowledge, content and adaption alignment between students and instructors in
the context of the application of Semantic Web technologies. During this project, anenhanced user
modelis created that takes several aspects of the user into account, such as knowledge, interests, pref-
erences and conceptual state. The main goal of the SAPPHIRE project is to provide anadaptive way
for selecting resources. In order to perform this task, an agent-based web-based application should
be created which uses the enhanced user model created duringthe SWALE project. The adaptive
selection of resources results in a personalized resource recommendation for a user with a specific
user model. An integrated environment for personalized learning content management, called On-
toAIMS, is used for prototyping the ideas developed during the SAPPHIRE project. The OntoAIMS
environment consists of several parts, such as a enhanced user model which consists of a conceptual
state of the user and deduct the knowledge of the user on specific subjects from this conceptual state.
The user model in OntoAIMS also contains the preferences of the user and the usage of the system
by the user, such as the topics the user has studied. A diagnostic dialog is also part of the OntoAIMS
environment. This diagnostic dialog tries to probe the knowledge of the user on specific topics of a
knowledge domain and creates or updates the user model with new information on the knowledge of
the user. This is done by discussing concepts in the domain with the user and get an opinion on the
user’s conceptualization of the concept in the domain. The resulting user model is used throughout
the enviroment for adapting parts of the system and the represented domain, concepts and resources
in a personalized way. adaptive The recommendation of relevant resources to the user was the main
focus during this project. This is done by improving the existing resource recommendation already
available in OntoAIMS. User tests with OntoAIMS performed during a previous project [9], revealed
several problems both in usability as well as in the functionality of the system. New combinations
of existing technologies are used to achieve an improvementin the recommendation of the resources.
The data available in the underlying domain and the user’s conceptualization of the domain is used to
annotate resources in OntoAIMS. This way, the problem of missing semantic annotation of documents
available on the Internet is circumvented by annotating thedocuments dynamically using the available
information in the domain and user model. This work demonstrates the following novel aspects:

• combining the enhanced user model with freely available webservices

• provide personalized search engine for various type of resources

• dynamically map concepts to resources from the Internet

1.1.1 Scenarios

To make the goals of this project more clear, and get an overview of the context of this project,
we created several scenarios. These scenarios are based on the OntoAIMS application, because the
eventual solutions will be implemented in this application. However, the scenarios can be applied on
other information systems as well. OntoAIMS is designed to be very generic and thus it is possible
to use the application for various tasks. The scenarios we have created are based on the situation
where OntoAIMS is used as an e-learning environment. In thisscenario, the application will support
students following a course on Linux, the open source operating system. The system will be used as
a support system for self-study by the students.

The scenarios described in this section are based on user tests of a previous project that improved
OntoAIMS. These user tests were done with ten first year students of the University of Leeds. The
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1.1 Motivation

user tests were recorded on video, and these videos were studied before the scenarios were created.
Unfortunately, only five of the ten videos were available. Also, the users answered some questions
after the user test in which they had to give opinions on several parts of the system. As a result, many
of the problems described in the scenarios were based on the findings in those user tests.

In the descriptions of the scenarios, theBasic Linux Ontologyis used as the domain for the On-
toAIMS application. This ontology was created during a previous project by Ronald Denaux [11].
This ontology defines concepts in the domain about Linux which are needed to understand the basics
of the operating system. While we used the Basic Linux Ontology during this project, the results are
not restricted to this domain. The scenarios illustrated inthis section can be applied to other domains
as well. In the description of the scenarios names of concepts are written in atype writer font.

Scenario 1: Recommendation of Pre-selected Documents.

Andrew is a student who wants to learn about Linux. He has not much experience with the operating
system, and has not much knowledge on the concepts of the operating system. Andrew is recom-
mended to use an ontology-based information environment that enables him to learn about the various
aspects of the Linux operating system.

This sytems uses aDialog Gameto decide the level of experience Andrew has with Linux. The
system thinks his knowledge on the concepts of Linux is very limited, and he should start with the first
task, aboutfiles, filesystems andoperation on files. The system presents a visual represen-
tation of the relevant concepts and the relations between the individual concepts. This visualization is
done using a graph with vertices and edges. Because most of the concepts are not known by Andrew,
he would like to quickly get information on the concepts represented by the nodes.

In existing systems, Andrew can search for the names of the concepts using existing search en-
gines, such as Google or Yahoo!. However, the results will bevery broad and not specific to the
concept represented in the domain. Also the number of documents the search engine will return, can
be very large. Other systems allow to search within a predefined set of documents selected by a course
creator. These documents are typically relevant to the course and explain the basics of the concepts.
However, these documents are presented in an unordered listor ordered by topic. It is not easy to
determine which concepts are related to these documents.

Imagine that when Andrew clicks on a concept in the domain, a small list of documents are
displayed containing basic information about this concept. This way, Andrew can quickly learn what
the various aspects of a concept are. For example, Andrew wants to know how one cancopy files in
Linux. In the ideal situation, he clicks on the concept representing this operation and the system will
present basic documentation about thecp command and explain how it can be used. The documents
about this concept can be selected by a teacher which createdthe course. The teacher only has to
add the documents to the domain, but doesn’t have to specify to which concepts the documents are
relevant. This elimates the laborous work of reading the entire document and wading through all the
concepts in the domain in order to decide which are relevant for the document.

Scenario 2: Automatically Search Documents on the Internet

Simon is another student who wants to learn about Linux. He also wants to use an ontology-based
information environment which supports him in learning about Linux. Simon has experience with
other Unix-based operating systems, and therefore has knowledge about the most important concepts
of these operating systems. Because Linux is very similar toother Unix versions, many concepts in
the domain of the system are familiar to Simon.
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1. Introduction

TheDialog Game, which probes Simon knowledge on Linux, thinks that he knowsa lot onFiles
and File Operations, but not some details. Simon knows howfiles are used in this kind of
operating systems, but wants to learn about the details offile operations, more specific: he wants
to learn aboutcopying files in Linux. Just like when Andrew is browsing the domain, the system
will return documents on the basics of a concept when Simon clicks on a concept. When he clicks
on copying files, the system recommends basic documentation on the usage of the cp operator.
Because Simon knows this operator already, he wants to get more detailed information on the copying
process and which flags are available for thecpcommand.

Because the author of the domain did not think of more advanced users when collecting documents
on copying files, the system has no available resources on thecopying of files. Obviously, on the
Internet are many resources describing the inner details ofthe cp command and all the available
parameters. Imagine a system that automatically searches for these documents on the Internet, using
the available data in the domain combined with the availableinformation the system has on Simon in
a user model. The system can automatically create detailed search queries in order to find documents
which match the knowledgelevel of Simon. The resulted documents should be presented in a similar
way as the documents already available in the system, and automaticallymapped to relevant concepts.

Scenario 3: Accumulating Feedback of Users when Recommending Resources

While Andrew is using the system and browsing through the domain, he reads various documents
explaining the concepts in the domain. While he is reading a document aboutusers in Linux, he
does not understand it. The documents explains how the list of users are stored in the\etc\passwd
file and how the password of a user is stored. This is not the information Andrew was looking for,
because he wanted to know how users are created and how he can change his password.

Because the system think the document Andrew was reading, was relevant for the conceptuser,
the next time another user of the system wants information onusers, the document will be recom-
mended again. When Andrew has the possibility to mark the document is not interesting for him, the
system can use this information when another user wants recommended documents for this concept.
However, Andrew has a limited knowledge on the concepts in Linux and wants basic information on
the concept ofusers. Simon, however, wants more in-depth information about theconcepts, and
may think the document Andrew was reading is relevant to the concept ofusers. The system has
knowledge of the conceptualization of the domain for every user, and can relate this conceptualization
when processing the comment of the user on a document. In thisscenario, the system can mark the
document Andrew was reading not relevant for users with a lowlevel of understanding on users in
Linux, but mark it relevant forusers with a more advanced notion of this concept.

Scenario 4: Reading Documents and Searching For More Information

Assume Andrew is using the system and busy reading documentson the various concepts. Andrew
has not only little experience with Linux, but also the Internet is rather new for him. While browsing
through the domain, he reads documents. One particular document is difficult to understand. The
document is a website on the Internet explaining howe-mail clients can be used in Linux.

Andrew has several problems with the document. The layout isvery distracting because there are
lots of advertisements on the site and the background is verydistracting in his opinion, because the
colour of the background is very similar to the colour of the text resulting in a low contrast. Also he
reads in the document aboutnetiquetteand has no idea what this means.
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Layout The problem with the layout is a fundamental problem with theInternet in general. Every
webmaster can layout the documents to his taste, which can result in documents which are very hard
to read. In an ideal situation, the user can indicate that thelayout of a document is very distracting. In
that case, the system could extract the contents of the document and present it in a more readable way.

Free Text Search Because Andrew does not know whatnetiquetteare, it is understandable that
he wants to get more information on this. The Linux domain, used by the information environment
Andrew is using, does not contain a concept onnetiquette. However, other documents in the system
may have information on this subject. Imagine that it is possible to search on the wordnetiquette
where the system takes the level of knowledge on other subjects of Andrew in consideration. It would
be much easier to find relevant documents, compared to when hewould search using a standard search
engine such as Google or Yahoo.

1.1.2 Problem definition

The illustrated scenarios in the previous section, revealssome problems in the current implementation
of adaptive information systems such as OntoAIMS on the areaof resrouce recommendation. In order
to get a clear overview of these problems, we list the problems and a short discription of them. Also
the possible implications for the system are mentioned. Theproblems listed in this section are based
on the observations during the user tests of a previous project, which also resulted in many of the
scenario’s defined in the previous section.

• Users have different knowledge levels.Adaptive information systems have detailed user mod-
els available with data on the knowledge of the user of concepts in the domain, by relating the
user model to the ontology. This information should be used when recommending resources.

• Deal with manually selecting resources.In existing adaptive information systems, course
authors have to manually select appropriate resources for the domain. In some systems, authors
also have to manually add metadata to the resources, such astitle, author of the resource,
summaryof the contents and relevantkeywords. Techniques are required to automate this task
or at least parts of it, such as manually adding metadata.

• Make resources better available.The available resources in the system, often added by the
creator of a course, should be easily accessible and available for the users of the system. Recom-
mended resources, i.e. resources which are relevant for a certain concept, should be displayed
when the user clicks on a concept. This way it is easy for the user to get more information on a
concept.

• Make resources from the Internet available.Based on the user model, containing the level of
understanding of a domain, an adaptive information system has possibilities to make searching
for information on the Internet which are relevant for the concepts in the domain, easier. These
resources from the Internet should be added when the user thinks the already available resources
are insufficient to fulfill its requirement for information on a concept.

• Recommend additional resources when the available resources are insufficient. In the cur-
rent implementation of OntoAIMS, several concepts have no related concepts. The system
should add automatically additional related concepts. These concepts can either be a selection
of the resources added by the course creator, or from the Internet (see previous two items).
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• Enhance accessibility of resources.Because the documents in adaptive information systems
are often websites on the Internet, maintained by others, the accessibility can be a problem.
Distracting layouts or a small font size can decrease the readability. This problem should be
solved by automatically enhance the readability by removing distracting and irrelevant elements
or changing the format of existing elements.

• Opinions of users on the relevance of resources should be taken seriously.The opinion of
users on the relevance of a resource to a certain concept can be used in order to improve the
recommendation of resources for that concept. This requires methods enabling users tag the
relevance of resources, and use these tags in the recommendation process.

• Merge several resource collections into a single recommendation system.Because the pre-
vious defined problems assume access to resources stored at several locations (i.e. the Internet
and the local informatioin system), the system should be easily be adaptable in order to access
these resources and present them to the user. This can be doneby modularize the system using
agent basedor service oriented architectures.

1.2 Research Questions

The problem definitions in the previous section results in a list of research questions that need to
be answered in order to improve adaptive information systems. In this section we list the research
questions we tried to answer during this project.

• Personalizing resource recommendation.How can the system recommend resources to the
user based on the knowledge of the user and the needs of the user? This requires methods for
incorporating the user model for recommending resources.

• Automatically recommend resources from the Internet. While there are usually resources
available in the system which are added by the domain or course creator, in most cases the
number of these resources are limited. How can the sytem acquire additional resources from
the Internet (or other information repositories) while ensuring that the resources are relevant for
the user?

• Using ontology information for annotating resources.In existing adaptive information sys-
tems, authors can add information resources to the system, but usually have to annotate these
resources with as much metadata as possible. This causes errors in the metadata and often
results in incomplete metadata. How can we make this annotation process easier in order to
improve the quality of the metadata and as a result improve the resource recommendation?

Additional research questions that are relevant for this project, but will not be the main focus are
stated below:

• Improve the accessibility of information resources.

– Is it possible to improve the visual presentation of the information resources using existing
technologies?

– How should the user interface of a adaptive information system behave in order to make
it easy to use?

12
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1.3 Goals and Deliverables

During this project we tried to answer the research questions stated in the previous section. By improv-
ing the existing OntoAIMS adaptive information system witha personalized resource recommender.
Combining the open user model based on the ontology used for the domain in the system with existing
search technoloies is in our notion the most practical approach to implement a personalized resource
recommender.

This project resulted in the following deliverables:

• The design, architecturye and implementation of a personalized resource recommender for On-
toAIMS incorporating a system for retrieving information resources from the Internet and an-
notating these resources automatically using informationin the domain used by the application.

• A literature review of existing search technologies that could be implemented in OntoAIMS.

• A prototype of OntoAIMS implementing a personalized resource recommender using an en-
hanced user model based on ontologies. The prototype also uses recommend resources from
the Internet which are annotated using the information available in the ontology used for repre-
senting the domain in OntoAIMS.

• A presentation for the AROMA group and HERA-S group on the research part of the project.

• A final presentation on the research part of this porject and the architecture, design and imple-
mentation of the prototype.

• A Final thesis report describing the research and implementation part of this project, including
the process of this project.

1.4 Project Overview

This section will document the several phases of this project. The project started with anintroduction
phase. During this part of the project, an initial research was performed to the existing implementation
of OntoAIMS and possible research topics. The various technologies which were used in the existing
implementation of OntoAIMS, as well as technologies which were relevant for this project were stud-
ied, such asontologies, languages and methods to describe ontologies, technologies for implementing
client-server applications andservice-oriented architectures. On the field of personalization research
was done in user models and how they could be used in applications.

The next phase of the project was theresearch and analysis phase. During this part, which
was partly done at the University of Leeds, the scenarios andproblem definitions were created and
researched. Evaluations of previous projects were studiedand used while defining the new additions
to OntoAIMS. Part of this part of the project was the study andevaluation of user tests part of a
previous project on OntoAIMS. The problems identified in these tests were used as a starting point
for this project.

During thedesign and implementation phasethe personalized resource recommendation in On-
toAIMS was designed and implemented. The research and analysis phase were not clearly seperated,
because during the design and implementation phase, we descovered that some ideas were not possible
and we needed to focus on a different approach.
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Finally, the entire project was documented during thedocumtation phase. This report was written
and a final presentation was created based on the results of the project. Also the architecture and
implementation of the new OntoAIMS prototype was documented during this phase.

The various parts of this project are presented in the various sections of this document. Chapter
2 presents an analysis of the problems and possible solutiosn as described in section 1.1.2. Based on
this analysis, the design for a personalized resource recommendation system incorporating Internet
resources was created. This design is described in chapter 3. Based on this design, a prototype was
implemented using the existing OntoAIMS information system. The architecture of this implementa-
tion and the implementation itself is described in chapter 4. Chapter 5 summarize and evaluates the
project and relate the work to relevant research and possible future work.
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Chapter 2

Analysis

In this section we expand on the context for this project and introduce a approach for solving the
problems illustrated in chapter 1.1. A design is proposed inthis chapter to achieve the goals and solve
these problems.

2.1 Context

In section 1.1 we already mentioned OntoAIMS as the context for this project. From the beginning of
the project, the goal was to improve this application. During several previous projects [11] [23], On-
toAIMS was used as a platform for creating prototypes for several research projects. The personalized
resource recommender created during this project is implemented in OntoAIMS. This platform was
chosen because of the previous experience with OntoAIMS during these projects. Another advantage
of using OntoAIMS was that during a previous project [11] several user tests were done, which could
be used as a starting point for this project. The OntoAIMS system and the OWL-OLM knowledge ac-
quiring system are presented in this section. The approach for solving the problems defined in section
1.2 is described in this section 2.2.

2.1.1 OntoAIMS: Ontology-based Adaptive Information Management System

The research within this project is based on the existing content management system OntoAIMS. This
system evolved during several research projects which enhanced and improved the system. Initially
OntoAIMS started asAIMS which did not had the possibility to use an ontology defined inOWL.
This last possibility was added during a previous research project [11]. This project created also
Dialog Gamebased on the OWL-OLM student modelling system. This sytem isused for creating and
updating the user model in OntoAIMS.

OntoAIMS is a system implemented using a client-server architecture. The server part contains
the datamodels used by the system and the actual information. Most of the processing of the data is
done on the server. The client part is in fact a viewer for the data contained on the server, but consists
of several parts for the different users of the system.

Figure 2.1 shows a screenshot of theViewerof OntoAIMS. In the center of the image, the visual
representation of a subset of the domain is visable. The right part of the screen contains a list of
resources, recommended by the system. The bottom of the screenshot shows the search box, which
can be used to enter custom search queries. The empty space below the search box is available to
display information on a resource.
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Figure 2.1: AIMS search and browse window

The data models and the actual data are located on the server.

• The domain model. The actual ontology in OntoAIMS is represented by the domain. In a
large part of the implementation of OntoAIMS, the domain consists ofconceptsandlinks. The
links between the concepts are used for indicating relations between them. OntoAIMS supports
multiple domains.

Figure 2.2 shows the architecture of OntoAIMS. The server contains the various data models
and retrieves the distributed resources. The OntoAIMS Client is the client for the system which
is used by the users of OntoAIMS. It contains the domain browser and resource recommender.
The OntoAIMS Authoring Environment is used by the course creators and domain authors - in
the figure represented by theauthor(s)- and provides an interface for creating and modifying
the various information models.

• The library. The library in OntoAIMS contains the resources added by the author of the domain
or a course. These resources are not stored themselves, but aURL is stored. Resources are
related to a concept. Resources can be for example documents, articles, books, images, video’s,
sound and presentations. A resource in the library can belong to several courses and different
domains. In figure 2.2 the resources are represented by thedistributed resourcesdata collection
and used by the Library.

• Course model. On top of a domain, courses can be created. A course consists of Tasksand
Topics. Tasks are described in terms of concepts: required knowledge is described using con-
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2.1 Context

Figure 2.2: OntoAIMS architecture

cepts and the taught material is also defined using concepts.Tasks are hierarchical structured.
A topic consists of a collection of tasks that cover a particular subject.

• User model.The user model contains information about the user. This model keeps track of the
tasks the user has finished and contains an overlay of the domain annotated with the knowledge
level of the user of the individual concepts and links.

The data models in OntoAIMS are stored in plain text data files. Individual aspects of the data are
stored in individual files. The domain, consisting ofconcepts, conceptlinks, linktypesanddocument
references, are stored in four seperate files. The same holds for the other four data models used by
OntoAIMS.

For the client part of OntoAIMS three different parts can be distinguished:

• Viewer This part is the most commonly used client and allows a user tobrowse the domain. In
the scenarios used during this project, this part is used by the students.

• Editor This part is used for authoring the domain, the course and theresources. This part
is typically used by the course creator and the domain authorand in fact consists of several
subsections: a domain editor, resource editor and course editor. The editor is visible in figure
2.2 as the OntoAIMS Authoring Environment. The course creator and domain authors are called
Author(s)in the figure.
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• Admin The admin part of OntoAIMS is only used by the system administrator and makes it
possible to create users and user groups. Also this part makes it possible to set the rights of the
users and groups. This part of OntoAIMS is not visible in figure 2.2, because it is not relevant
for the description of the workings of the OntoAIMS system.

When the support for OWL was added to OntoAIMS, the existing architecture was kept for a large
part. The OWL ontology is converted to the old data storage structure, causing loss of information.
The notion of classes, subclasses and instances in OWL are reduced to concepts, making it impossible
to decide whether a concept is an individual or a subclass of aparticular class.

The user model in OntoAIMS is split in two parts. The first parthas relatively static information
about the the user, such as the user name, the tasks the user has completed and so on. The other part
is a OWL based representation of an overlay on the OWL domain.This part is used for keeping track
of the knowledge level of the user on the concepts within the domain.

2.1.2 User Model: LTCS and STCS

The overlay on the OWL domain in the user model is in fact another ontology. This user model is a
reresentation of theConceptual Stateof the user, which is a representation of the user’s understanding
of the domain. There are two different conceptual states used in OntoAIMS: ashort term conceptual
stateand along term conceptual state. The short term conceptual state, orSTCS, is a temporary
simplified representation of the understanding of the domain by the user. The STCS is updated when
the system is interacting with the user, for example when theknowledge of the user is probed by the
system using theDialog Game. The STSC registers the actions of the users. The following aspects
are stored in the STCS:

• correct use:The number of times a user has used a concept or a relation between two concepts
correctly.

• wrong use: The number of times a user has used a concept or a relation between two in a way
that contradicts the definition of the concept or relation inthe domain.

• total use: The number of times a user has used a concept or relation, either wrong or correct.

• affirmation: The user has indicated that he or she knows about a concept or relation.

• negation: The user has indicated that he or she does not have knowledge on a concept or a
relation.

When the interaction with the user is finished, the data in theSTCS is used to update the long term
conceptual state, orLTCS. The data in the STCS is not stored on the system for use between different
sessions. The LTCS represents the knowledge of a user based on a longer period. Therefore, the
LTSC is stored on the harddisk making it possible to reuse theuser’s conceptualization in subsequent
sessions. The LTCS is a permanently updated representationof the user’s conceptualization of the
information in the domain.

The LTCS has only one value for each concept in the domain or for a relation between two con-
cepts in the domain. This value is calledbelief valueand represents the level of understanding of the
user for a concept or link according to the system. The beliefvalue is an integer value between 0 and
100. This belief value is an easy to use reppresentation of the knowledge of the user on a specific con-
cept in the domain by the system. It is easier to use a single integer in an application for determining
the knowledge level of a user on a specific concept than the individual values contained in the STCS.
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OntoAIMS suffers from the problems defined in section 1.1.2.It lacks a personalized resource
recommender, while a detailed user model is available. The number of available resources for courses
in the system are often limited, because resources have to beadded manually. The primary goal is
to improve OntoAIMS by creating a resource recommender thatsolves these problems by creating
a Internet-aware, personalized resource recommender thatuses the available information in the user
model.

2.1.3 OWL-OLM: Interactive Student Modeling

OntoAIMS contains an integrated interactive student modeling system called OWL-OLM [10]. This
system uses aDialog Gameto get an opinion on the knowledge of the user. In the proposedscenarios,
presented in section 1.1.1, the user is typically a student.The goal of a Dialog Game is to probe the
knowledge of the user in a dynamic way. Usually, learner systems use predefined knowledge levels
for the users. The problem is that users are not identical andthe predefined knowledge levels cannot
deal with individual preferences and variation in the knowledge on parts of the domain of a single
user. For example, it is possible that a student has a high level of knowledge on a particular part of the
domain, but has a low level of knowledge on another part. A predefined set of levels used by a learner
system can not deal appropriately with this kind of variation.

Detailed user models are used by dynamic learner systems to providing students with personalized
content. The user model is created based on the actions and preferences of the user, but not on the
actual student’s conceptualization of the domain. OWL-OLMtries to solve this problem by actually
probing the knowledge of the student using an interactive system. An additional bonus is that this sys-
tem also deal with thecold start problem. This cold start problem arises when an adaptive information
system uses a user model, but the system has not yet created a user model for this user.

The OWL-OLM system is able to detect mismatches in conceptualization between the course
designer and the students. OWL-OLM can confirm an already available conceptualization by a student
or adapt the user model when needed.

Dialog Agent

The main component of the OWL-OLM system is theDialog Agent. The Dialog Agent maintains
a user-knowledge acquisition dialog. This dialog serves various purposes. It will create or update a
detailed user model. For the student, the dialog with the OWL-OLM system can be used to clarify
concepts in the domain or anwer questions. It is also possible that the OWL-OLM system gives the
user recommendation for the next learning task. The dialog with the user is an interactive process.
The system can ask questions to the user to get an indication on the knowledge of the user on a
particular part of the domain. These questions can also exists of statements on which the user can
react. The user can also ask questions to the system or make statements in order to confirm his or her
conceptualization of the domain.

During the interaction with the user, the Dialog Agent will maintain ashort term conceptual
state. When the dialog is finished, and the system has optionally recommended a learning task for the
student, the information in the short term conceptual stateis merged with thelong term conceptual
state.

A screenshot of the user interface of the OWL-OLM system, showed in figure 2.3, consists of
three parts. The first part, at the top of the window, presentsthe conversation between the system
and the user in a way that is similar to instant messaging programs or IRC clients. The second part,
located at the lower part of the window, consists of a graphical respresentation of the current subject
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Figure 2.3: OWL-OLM Dialog Game window

the system or user is talking about. This visualization supports the dialog between the user and the
system. The third part, located at the bottom and the right edge of the window, is the input part for the
user. Using the buttons on the right, the user can create sentences and send these to the system.

OWL-OLM uses an OWL ontology representation of the domain inorder to create sentences and
process the responses of the user. The user model is also based on the ontology representation of the
domain on which the knowledge of the domain is projected. Forprocessing the information stored in
the OWL ontologies, OntoAIMS uses theOWL generic reasonerof Jena1. This reasoner is used for
reasoning on the ontologies and updating them with new information.

2.1.4 OWL ontology language

OntoAIMS uses the OWL ontology language2 for representing the domain. OntoAIMS also has a de-
scription of the domain using concepts and links, referred to as thedomain model. The OWL ontology
language is used for reasoning on the domain. This is not possible with the internal representation
of the domain used by OntoAIMS. The OWL ontology language is based on XML making it easy to
transfer and use the domain representation on other systems. The OWL ontology language describes
a domain usingclasses, propertiesandindividuals. Individuals are representations of real-world con-

1See http://jena.sourceforge.net/ for more details on Jena
2See http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-features/ for more information on OWL
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2.2 Approach to Solve Problems

cepts and objects. These individuals can be grouped by classes, which are used to group individuals
with common properties. Furthermore, OWL uses properties for describing relations between indi-
viduals of particular classes. OWL exisists in three variants which differ in the applied restrictions
to the flexibility: OWL Full, OWL DL and OWL Lite. OWL Lite and DL guarantee computational
completeness, while OWL full provides maximum expressivenss, but does not guarantee computa-
tional guarantees. These restrictions ensure that it is possible to perform reasoning operations on the
ontology. In OntoAIMS, the OWL representation of the domainis mainly used by the OWL-OLM
part for reasoning purposes. The OWL-OLM system creates questions and statements based on the
OWL representation of the domain and checks the statements,answers and questions of the user using
the reasoning features of OWL. A detailed description of theintegration of OWL in OntoAIMS can
be found in [11].

2.2 Approach to Solve Problems

To tackle the problems with resource recommendation in adaptive information systems defined in sec-
tion 1.1.2, a design is created of an improved resource recommender. This resource recommender uses
the enhanced user model available in OntoAIMS to present theuser a personalized list of resources
for the concepts in the domain.

The initial approach was to integrate existing web servicesin the adaptive information system
providing a search engine for resources on the Internet. This search engine would be used by the
application to search directly for relevant resources. Using the results of the public search engine, the
system would make a selection of the resources. The resources would not be processed or investigated
by the system, in order to make the system lightweight and keep the design easy. The queries used
for the search actions would be refined by the application based on the information available in the
enhanced user model. However, after some initial researche, we discovered that this was an unfruitful
approach. The available search engines were too restrictive in the flexibility of the search queries,
which resulted in relatively short queries, making it impossible to get useful results. Another problem
was that the results provided by those search engines consisted of URL’s with some basic metadata.
This metadata was not sufficient to determine if a resource was relevant to a concept or would be
interesting for the user. While this approach would solve one of the problems introduced in section
1.2, because resources from the Internet would be availableto the system, it would not make it possible
to personalize the recommendations and improve the recommendations of the resources added by the
course creator or domain author.

2.2.1 Integrate Local and External Search Engines

A new design uses a different approach. The system will maintain a collection of resources relevant to
the domain and use the external search engines available as aweb service for collecting the resources
which are stored in the local collection. The metadata provided by those search engines is used, but the
system also downloads every resource which could be interesting to the user and process the content
of the resource. The metadata of the resource will be extracted from the resource, possibly using
external repositories for the metadata, and stored in the collection of resources used by the system.
This tackles one of the problems with the initial approach, namely the lack of metadata provided with
the results of search engines available as web service. The local collection of resources maintained
by the system is indexed in such a way that it is possible to search the contents and metadata of
the resources easily. This approach provides a very rich collection of information on the resources
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which can easily be searched, and provides a lot of flexibility in processing the resources. Various
improvements of the resource recommendation are possible using this approach:

• Automatically add additional documents to the system.In OntoAIMS it is required that ev-
ery document in the library is added manually by a course or domain author. This is a labourous
task resulting in a limited number of documents for a concept. The system should search on
the internet when the user wants a recommendation of relevant resources. This search can be
done using existing search technologies, such as Google, Yahoo, AltaVista, Excite and Ask.
The user model should be used in order to get resources which are understandable by the user.
Queries are created by the user, but expanded by the system using the information in the domain
combined with the user model.

• Extract metadata from documents. Relating information resources to the correct concepts
is of high importance. This is the only way the system can decide if a resource is relevant for
a concept and also if it is relevant for the user when he or she wants a recommendation for
a concept. The metadata of the documents should be extractedand used in order to map the
concepts to the documents. Most document formats on the Internet have embedded metadata
information, such as the author of the document, a summary, relevant keywords, creation date
and last modification date.

• Enable users to search the entire contents of resources in the library. In OntoAIMS, only
a URI to the document is stored in the system with the available metadata. Therefore it is
not possible to search through the entire contents of the documents, which makes it harder to
map a document to a particular concept. The system should index the entire contents of the
documents. This requires local storage of the documents on the Internet and a full-text index
on those documents. The system should create detailed queries in which the information in the
domain is combined with the knowledge level of the user on theconcepts in the domain, which
is stored in the user model.

• Map concepts in the domain to documents in the library.The resources stored on the system
should be related to concepts in the system. This way, it is possible to easy recommend relevant
resources to the user by searching for documents related to acertain concept. The process of
mapping resources to the concepts in the domain should be done automatically by the system
usinginformation extractiontechniques.

• Using UM to order recommended resources.When the user wants to read information re-
sources on a certain topic or concept, the system recommendsrelevant resources. When the
system has several recommended resources, the resources should be ordered in a way that the
most interesting resource for the user should be at the top and marked as most relevant. This
should be done based on the preferences, knowledge and behaviour of the user. When the
knowledge level of the user on a certain topic is limited, thesystem should put resources which
are written for people with limited knowledge on a subject ontop. This requires that the system
has an opinion on the public the resource is written for and store this with the resources.

• Recommend additional resources when needed.The system should give a basic set of rec-
ommended resources in normal situations. This set should contain resources which are very
relevant to a topic or concept and are most of the time the samefor all users. However, when a
user wants more information on a concept or resource, the system should give the possibility to
present additional resources to the user. These additionalresources are a subset of the resources
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stored already on the system by the creator of the course and,when necessary, expanded with
resources available on the Internet which are not yet known by the system. These resources
should be added dynamically to the system and annotated in the same way as the other re-
sources on the system. These additional resources from the Internet are collected using external
web services providing access to repositories of information resources. Examples of such web
services can be commonly known web search engines, but also bookmarking sites.

• Enhance resources by improving layout.Resources with distracting layout or bad readability,
should be processed by the system in order to improve the accessability of the resource. The
system should extract the content of the resource and display it in a more friendly way to the
user. The actions for this process depends on the type of information resource. Processing
of resources with video’s, sound and images is difficult. Resources with textual content, such
as HTML-documents or Word-documents, can be processed in various ways. The existing
document can displayed using a different style, which requires less processing, but also the
contents of the document can be extracted using parsers and displayed in a generic way, which
requires a bit more processing time.

• Deal with changing resources.The system uses a dynamic collection of resources. Most of the
resources will be located on the Internet and maintained by others. This will result in changes
in the content of the resources or even the dissapearance of resources. In existing adaptive
information resources, changed resources or resources that are not available anymore will still
be recommended by the system because it is not aware of the changes in the resources. This
could be solved by periodically checking if a resource is still available and if the contents are
still relevant for the concepts to which it is related.

2.3 Example of Recommendation Process

Before we explain the design of the personalized resource recommender system, we will give an
short example of a concrete recommendation process to illustrate the working of the recommendation
process. This description will introduce relevant terminology and illustrate the working of the created
design. The example is based on the scenarios presented in section 1.1.1.

The user of the system is astudentwho is following a beginners course called"The Linux Oper-
ating System". He follows an interactive web course on the subject. The system has no user model on
the student yet, so the first time the student logs into the system, knowledge acquisition is required in
order to create an initial user model. This acquisition process deals with thecold start problemand
makes it possible to present a dynamic personalized course to the student.

When the user logs into the system, aDialog Gameis started automatically. The system discusses
the topic"Files and operations on files"to get an understanding of the user’s conceptualization of this
topic and suggest a task the user should do. The dialog asks questions to the user and processes the
responses of the user. Because the initial user modelling isnot the main subject of this project, we will
not go into detail on this process, but a short snippet of the dialog is presented here in textual form to
give an idea of this process:

DialogAgent: Do you think afile has aunix user as itsowner?

User: Yes, afile has aunix user as itsowner.

DialogAgent: Do you thinka file has apath as itsfull name?

User: I don’t know whether afile has apath as itsfull name.
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After this dialog, the system suggests the user to do a task onthe topic of"Files and operation on
files", because the system thinks that the user does not understandall concepts in this section to their
full extends. The student agrees with this and wants to learnmore oncopying files andmoving
files. The system finishes the dialog with the student and opens theconcept browser and resource
recommender presenting a relevant part of the domain. The system shows the concepts relevant for the
task"Files and operation on files", with concepts such asfile, filesystem path, copying files
andmove file operation. No recommended resources are presented yet.

First, the student wants to know a little more about files in general. He clicks on thefile concept.
The system recommends immediately a small number of resources which are very related to this
concept and explain the basics of this concept, such as a resource titled"About your files in Linux"
and"Automatic file name completion in Linux". Also the other concepts which are tightly related to
the recommended resources are displayed to give the user a better understanding of the context of
those resources.

The student reads these two resources and decides that he knows enough about files in general
in Linux. Now, he wants to learn more on copying files in Linux.The user already knows how the
cp command works in Linux, which is used for copying files. The student navigates through the
visual representation of the domain and clicks on the concept copying files. The system again
suggests a limited number of relevant resources, such as"Copying, moving, renaming and removing
files in Linux". However, the user already knows this and thinks this resource does not contains new
information. So, the student wants additional resources. He requests more resources.

The system now searches for more information taking the knowledge of the user into consider-
ation. Additional resources are now suggested and the resources which are too basic for the user
are omitted. New resources recommended by the system are forexample"The powerful bash shell
wildcards in Linux"and "The Virtual Filesystem in Linux". These resources are targeted at a more
advanced audience and gives the student additional information on ths subject which increases his
knowledge.
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Chapter 3

Design

The design of an adaptive information system incorporatinga personalized resource recommender is
described in this chapter. The personalized resource recommender is implemented in OntoAIMS, an
already available adaptive information management systemdesigned for use in learning environments.
Crucial parts, required for the design of the personalized resource recommender are already available
in this system, saving us a lot of effort.

Because the design is made for OntoAIMS, this system is oftenreferred to in this chapter. The
design is described in a generic way, making it possible to implement it in other information systems.
However, some parts are specific tailored for OntoAIMS. As a result, the presented design will require
some changes in order to use it in other systems. The design for OntoAIMS the supported document
types for resources is limited to two: HTML documents and PDFdocuments. The description of the
design sometimes refer to these document types.

In section 3.2, the design of the OntoAIMS system is presented as it is created in previous projects.
In section 3.3 we describe the design for the in OntoAIMS integrated searchable index of resources in-
cluding the mapping of concepts to resources, described in subsection 3.3.5. Section 3.4 describes the
design of the actual resource recommender including the processing of query refinement in subsection
3.4.4.

3.1 Agent-based architectures

One of the important requirements of an application is a flexible design which is easy to extend. In
an information system similar to the system used for this project, it is even more important to create a
design which can be easily modified and extended, because of the fact that the system is updated and
improved by other researches and students during a long period. Considering this fact, a short study
was done on the possibilities to create a design which is prepared for future changes and improve-
ments. For applications which are specificly developed for use as teaching and learning environment
(TLA), the IEEE has published a standard for the architecture of these applications [18]. This standard
proposes a framework for learning applications in a way which exhibits the characteristics of aService
Oriented Architecture[22]. Because our application is not intended as a pure e-learning environment,
this standard is not very relevant for this work.

Since the current implementation of OntoAIMS consists of several seperate agents which provide
distinct services. For example, the user profile agent provides information on the current conceptual
state of the user, while a domain agent provides services which apply to the domoain model of the
system. An agent-based architecture is a obvious approach in this case. A popular variant of this
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approach are Service Oriented Architectures (SOA), which consists of loosly coupled, highly inter-
operable application services forming a application when combined. A service is implemented in an
agent, which can use an arbitrary language for implementingthe services. Service Oriented Archi-
tectures often use web services, which are services that useprotocols which have their origin on the
Internet, such as HTTP and HTTPS. Standard based protocols are used for creating web services and
passing messages between the various individual services [3]. Commonly used standards for for com-
munication with web services XML-based protocols such as SOAP, sometimes referred to asSimple
Object Access Protocol[26] and REST [14]. However, the protocols used for communication with
web services are not limited to these two. It is possible to use other protocols as well, which do not
use XML, but this will restrict the interoperability. Before a web service can be used, a description
of the functionality provided by a web services should be available. A proposed standard for this task
is theWeb Services Description Language(WSDL). This XML-based language is not yet an official
standard endorsed by the World Wide Web Consortium, but a draft is available [5].

Not only the communication between web services is important, because in order to use a web
services it should be discovered first. The discovery of a webservice can be done manually, where
a software developer manually enters the location of the webservice and write programming code
for communicating with the webservces. However, there are also protocols created for automatically
discovering web services, called web service discovery (WSD). There is no dominating standard for
this task, because it involves some issues. For example, a standard way to describe the features
provided by a web service should be available in order to determine which web service is available for
a particular task. An ontology-based approach to tackle this problem is researched, resulting in various
proposals for semanticly-enhanced descriptions of web services which can are machine processable.
The DAML-S [15] is a proposal to describe web services using ontologies, based on the DAML+OIL
ontology language. A successor of this language is OWL-S[8], which describes web services using
the Web Ontology Language (OWL).

The main idea behind the Service Oriented Architecture - or agent-based architectures in general
- is that the implementation of the agents is not of relevancefor the user of such an agent. This
makes it possible to entirely re-implement an agent in another development language, without the
user noting this. The flexibility and imteroperability provided by this approach should encourage the
re-use of agents and services which will lead eventually to less development time when creating a
new application or modifying an existing one. The main task when creating an application in an ideal
world would consist of combing serveral services in such a way that the requirements of the client are
fulfilled.

For this project we do not convert the application to an agent-based architecture using individual
agens, because it would require a significant amount of development. However, some web services are
used for some tasks, such as searching on the Internet. The current design of OntoAIMS is composed
of individual parts implemented in agent objects. In theory, this is in accordance to the ideas of agent-
based architectures. The agents are loosly coupled to a certain extend, for example every agent -
such as the domain agent, resource agent, user model agent and search agent - are accessed using
a common interface by the client. Only the contents of a message sent to the server are used to
decide which agent is used tha handle a request of the client.This makes it possible to change the
implementation of existing clients or add additional clients providing new features without needing
to change the client or the base packages of the server. In a way, this makes the system comply to
the ideas of a agent-based architecture. The communicationbetween the client and the server - or the
agent which form the server - is not using standard based protocols such as SOAP or REST.
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3.2 Overview of Design

The design for the new resource recommender is based on the OntoAIMS information system. On-
toAIMS is an Adaptive Information Management Systemwhich is extended with ontologies. The
ontologies in this system are used to model the domains used by the system. The user model available
in OntoAIMS, also uses ontologies to represent the knowledge of the user of the system. Both the
user model and the ontology-based domain are used for recommending resources in the personalized
resource recommender.

Figure 3.1: Integrated Design Resource Recommender

Figure 3.1 shows the integration in the architecture of OntoAIMS. In this figure, the OntoAIMS
Authoring Environment is omitted, because it is not relevant for the resource recommender. As one
can see, the personalized resource recommender communicates with several parts in the system. The
library in the new design, does not communicate directly with the domain model agent, but is used by
the resource recommender. The personalized resource recommender uses acollection of resourcesfor
recommending resources in a personalized way to the user. The client does not have a notion of the
personalized resource recommender. All calculations and processing of the recommendation agent is
done on the server.

3.3 Searchable Index of Resources

The new resource recommender uses several search technologies. Before choosing a particular search
engine, we investigated the available search egines which were potientially suitable for our use.

3.3.1 Search Engines

In an initial approach, described in section 2.2, we choose to directly use a search engine provided
as a web service. However, this approach turned out to be unsuccesful. As a result, a new approach
was to implement a search engine into the system which uses web services when necessary. To get an
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overview of the available possibilities with regard to searching, a list of possible search engines and
web services providing search engines was created.

Apache Lucene

The Apache Lucene1 project consists of several sub-projects which develops full text search engines
for various purposes and various programming languages. Currently, implementations of Lucene are
available in Java, .Net, C and PHP and other programming languages. The Lucene project started
with the Java implementation. Lucene is a generic search engine which, which means that this search
engine can be used for a various number of tasks.

Lucene consists of an indexer which has the ability to index plain text files. The indexer filters out
irrelevant words. This filtering is language dependent, which means that for every language different
filtering rules will be used. Currently filters are availabele for common languages, such as English,
German and also Dutch. Lucene is not capable of indexing other document formats, such as HTML,
PDF or Word documents. Lucene also does not contain a crawlerfor indexing documents. Seperate
crawlers are available which can be used with Lucene. The omission of a crawler is mainly because
Lucene tries to be as generic as possible.

The other part of Lucene is a searcher which can search an index created with the indexer. A
complex scoring algorithm makes it easy to order results in asensible way. The searcher accepts
queries in a specific format, however various ways are provided to create these queries. On such way
is a parser which parsers strings into queries accepted by the searcher.

The benefits of Lucene is that its implementation is optimized for speed but also provides a decent
amount of flexibility. Both indexing and searching documents is fast enough for our purpose.

Apache Nutch

Nutch2 is a project based on Lucene. The difference with Lucene is that Nutch is extended with
features which enable the program to work better as a search engine for web documents. Features
which are missing in a default Lucene-installation, such asa crawler and the possibility to index
various kinds of document formats, are included in Nutch. This way Nutch is able to directly function
as a search engine for web resources, however, it is necessary to create an index in advance. The
creation of this index requires a lot of time, bandwith and storage capacity. These requirements can
be limited, when only a small subset of the internet is indexed, but I’m not sure if this is possible for
the application we are planning to use the search engine for.

Nutch has the ability to configure the various websites the crawler should index in great detail.
The search functionality is identical to the functionalityof Lucene.

Since Nutch is based on the Lucene engine, the indexing and searching using Nutch is as fast as
Lucene. However, the flexibility is less, since parsers and crawlers are already provided by Nutch,
making it more difficult to adapt their behaviour. Furthermore, Nutch is mainly intended as a web
based search engine, used via a web page. This does not reallyfits our requirements.

1See http://lucene.apache.org
2See http://lucene.apache.org/nutch/
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Egothor

Another Java-based search engine is Egothor3. This engine is developed, like Lucene, as an open-
source project. When we had to choose the engine used for the resource recommender, the latest
version 2.0 of Egothor, was not yet freely available. Of the older versions, there is limited documen-
tation in comparisation with Lucene. The final version of Egothor 2.0 is currently freely available,
however there is still limited documentation available on this project. The search engine is optimized
for speed, and according to benchmarks created by the developers of Egothor, the indexing speed is
better than Lucene4. Egothor contains a search engine and indexer which supports various document
formats, such as HTML, PDF and Word documents. A crawler is also provided. Due to the limited
documentation Egothor was not selected for the resource recommender.

Internet Search Engines as Web Service

Lucene, Nutch and Egothor are search engines which could be integrated in the application and have
to create an index on the system before it is possible to search. On the other hand, there are web
services which provide programmatic access to an Internet search engine, such as Google or Yahoo.
Some of these web services can be used freely, such as Google and Yahoo. Others require payment
for their usage, such as Alexa Web Search5. Free web services providing access to an Internet search
engine limit the usage to a certain number of queries and onlyreturn a limited number of results.

Google SOAP Search API is discussed in detail in section 4.4.2 and Yahoo WebSearch API is
discussed in section 4.4.2, including the limitations and the implementation details. As most web ser-
vices, the Internet search engine webservices use standardprotocols such as SOAP, REST and WSDL.
The advantage of using web services providing search features is that it is not required to create an
index before the search can be used, because the index is already available. Another advantage of this,
is that these indexes contains much more documents than the indexes created with Lucene, Nutch or
Egothor. While it is possible to create very large indexes with these latter search engines, they are not
optimized for very large indexes (containing several million documents) and the hardware require-
ments, such as storage space and processing power, restrictthe size of the indexes. These drawbacks
do not apply on the search engines such as Yahoo, Google and Alexa. Because of this, we choose to
combine a search engine such as Lucene with web services for discovering new resources.

3.3.2 Resource Collections on the System

Before the system is able to recommend resources, a collection of resources is required. This col-
lection of resources should be available on the system. In the design of the personalized resource
recommender, three collections of resources can be distinguished:

• Resources available on the Internet:R I Most resources added by the course creator to the
system will be located on the Internet. However, considering the fact that there are millions
of websites on the Internet, there will be many more resources available. The selection of the
resources the course creator has made, will be revelant for the course and of sufficient quality.
The other resources on the Internet can be relevant for a course, but this is not for sure. Also the
quality of the resources it not guaranteed. This collectionis accessible using various methods.
Resources can be addressed directly or found using search services.

3The Egothor project page is located at http://www.egothor.org
4See http://www.egothor.org/ galambos/twiki/bin/view/Egothor/EngineBenchmark for these benchmarks
5See http://www.amazon.com/gp/browse.html?node=269962011 for the details on Alexa
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• Resources collected by a course creator:R L A course creator creates a course in the adaptive
information system. Students doing the course needs resources to study the subjects in the
course. These resources, which can be documents, images, video’s and sound files, are collected
by the author of the course and stored in the system. These resources can also be added to the
system by the domain author, but in many cases the course creator and the domain creator will
be the same person. This collection of resources is usually asubset ofR I . In most cases, this
collection contains references to the resources which are part of this collection, instead of the
actual resource itself.

• Resources available to the system:R S This is a collection of resources the system has notion
of. This collection typically contains all the resources selected by the course creatorR L . It is
possible that a subset of the resources on the Internet, collectionR I is part of this collection.
The system will have detailed information on these resources and is able to use this information
to recommend these resources to the user. This collection isindexed using a search engine,
making it possible to search this collection in an easy way.

While it is posible to use the three collections when the actual recommendation of resources is
done, this will lead to an unsatisfying result, because the three collections differ in the way the re-
sources are stored and do not have sufficient metadata available for the resources. The goal is to
provide a personalized resource recommendation using the experience and knowledge level of the
user. This requires as much metadata as possible on the resources, in order to decide if a resource is
relevant for the user. Furthermore, one of the research questions is to automatically recommend re-
sources from the Internet, which requires that resources from the Internet are available for the resource
recommender.

A more promising approach is only selecting resources whichare part of the collectionR S ,
because the system has detailed information on these resources, including metadata and concepts to
which these resources are relevant. This information can beused to personalize the recommendation
of the resources.

The resources of the first two collections, the resources collected by a course creatorR L and a
relevant part of the resources available on the InternetR I , have to become a part of the resources
available to the systemR S . This merging of various resource collections into a singleresource
repository is on of the problems defined in section 1.1.2. Considering the fact that the resources
collected by the course creator are typically of high quality and are relevant to the concepts in the
domain, all the resources in this collectionR L should be added to the resources available to the
systemR S . This makes it easier to map the ontology to the resources, which in its turn can be used to
personalize the recommendation process. As a result, this makes the process of collecting resources
by a course creator or domain author easier, because it it nosrequired to provide a resource with
metadata.

The most difficult part is to get a subset of Internet resources R I and add these to the resources
known by the systemR S . The number of resources on the Internet is very large, and a decent strategy
needs to be developed in order to get a subsection which contain resources that are relevant to a
concept in the domain for which the system wants to recommendresources.
R S is stored on the system in such a way that it is easy to query this collection. Additional

available information on a resource should be stored with the resource on which this information
applies. Resources inR S are related to a domain used by the system. Every domain in thesystem
has a subset of resourcesR S that are related to concepts in that domain.
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3.3.3 Storing documents on the System

Figure 3.2: Process of storing documents in re-
source collection.

The process of storing documents on the system
in the resources collectionR S consists of various
steps. Figure 3.2 gives a visual representation of
this process. It is required to store the resources
on the system to annotate the resource using the
ontology information, as is defined in the third re-
search questions in section 1.2.

First, the resource needs to be extracted from
its location. Second, the content and the meta-
data of the resource should be extracted or col-
lected. The extraction process is done by aparser,
of which a part is specific for each the document
type of the resource. The metadata can be pro-
vided by an external resources. Third, the docu-
ment should be related to concepts in the domain
to which this document belongs. Finally, the re-
source, combined with its metadata and links to
related concepts, is stored on the collectionR S .
The collected metadata and related concepts are
used to automatically recommend resources from
the Internet.

3.3.4 Parsers

The parser processes the documents that are located on the Internet before they are stored in the
resource collectionR S on the system. The parser consists of a generic part, that provides functionality
that is required for all document types, and a part that is specific for a document type. This latter part of
the parser performs the actual extraction of the content of the document and all the available metadata.

The documents acquired from the Internet are often formatted using a markup language, a good
example of such a language is HTML. In order to process the document in a sensible way, it is required
to strip all the markup tags. The various parts of a document,such as a header containing metadata,
the title of the document, links in the document and important sections of the document, have to be
seperated in order to ease the processing of these sections.In the resource recommender, this task is
also done by the parser.

The parser gives a number of fields as result after processinga document:

• URL: The url of the resource.

• Title: The title of the resource. This is usually specified in the metadata of a document.

• Summary: A summary of the resource.

• Author: The name or names of the authors of the document.

• Creation date: The date the resource was created.

• Modification date: Date specifiying the moment the last change to the resource was made.
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• Keywords: A list of keywords indicating the subject of the document.

• Links in document: A list of links in the resource to other resources. Both the URI of the links
and the anchor text are available.

• Content of document:A textual representation of the contents of a resource without formatting
information.

• List of important sections: This section of a resource contains a list of important section, such
as headers, text in a bold typeface and emphasized text.

• List of related concepts: This contains of a list of concepts that are related to the resource.
This list is not created by the parser, but is stored in the same way as the other fields. See
section 3.3.5 for a detailed description of this field.

These fields are stored and indexed, making it possible to search the collection. The fields are
stored in such a way that it is possible to search only on particular fields in the collection. For example,
it is possible to search for documents which have a specific word in the title of the document or to
search for documents that were created after a specific date.

3.3.5 Relating Concepts to Resources

Resource recommendation is done based on the concepts of thedomain. The system should have a
notion of the resources inR S to which concepts in the domain they are relevant. This information
can be used in two ways: first, to get relevant concepts for a certain information resource and second,
to get relevant resources for a particular concept in the domain.

Because one of our goals is to reduce the effort needed to add resources to the system, the system
should automatically find relevant concepts for a given resource. This process, called concept relating,
is done when the system adds a resource to the collection of resourcesR S . The related concepts
are also used to automatically recommend resources from theInternet and try to tackle the research
problem of automatically annotating resources with ontology information.

This process can be done usinginformation extractiontechnologies. A lot of research is done
on this subject and there are libraries available that contain technologies for information extraction,
such as GATE [6]. However, these libraries are quite complexand difficult to integrate in an existing
application. We choose to design our own method of relating concepts to a document using existing
search technologies. Because the OntoAIMS system has already an ontology with concepts available,
this ontology can be used to simplify the process of relatingconcepts to a resource.

Concept Extraction

Inspired by technologies used for relating advertisments to documents on the Internet [25], which is a
similar process, we designed a fast and easy method to relateconcepts to a resource. The contents and
metadata of a resource are extracted and seperated into several parts, resulting indocument sections.
For every document section, the system decides if a name of a concept (partially) occurs in that
section. Based on the number of occurences in a section and the similarity of these occurrences to the
concept name in a document section, the system calculates a score for every concept in the domain.
Documents that score above a predefined value are consideredrelevant. When more than ten resources
are relevant, the system only relates the ten most relevant concepts to the document.
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The sections, often also calledfieldswhich are used for relating concepts to a document are the
following:

• Title of document. The title of the document including a subtitle, if it is available. Most
document types have a seperate field defining the title, making extraction of the title a straight
forward process.

• Content of document. The entire content of the document. This section contains the content
of a document visible to the user. No metadata is contained inthis section.

• Keywords of document. This field contains keywords related to the documents. Many docu-
ment formats have akeywordfield in the meta data, specifying relevant keywords for the docu-
ment. For example, in HTML documents, relevant keywords canbe defined using themeta tag
in the header section. These keywords are also used by web search engines. Keywords can also
come from external sources. For example, in documents whichare selected by a course creator
and are stored in the library, the author specifies keywords for that document.

• Anchor text of links. In document formats that are using the hypertext feature of linking
to other documents, the anchor text of the links are relevantfor determining the concepts the
document is related to. Many document formats support links: HTML, PDF, Word documents,
OpenDocument, etc.

• Titles in document and specially formatted words. Many document formats have special
formatting features for important words and sentences. Chapter titles, section titles, emphasized
words and bold words are some examples of this kind of words orsentences. These parts of the
document are very useful to decide if a concept is related to the document.

Concept Definition To describe the process of calculating the score for the relevance of a concept
to a certain resource, we first describe how a concept is defined in OntoAIMS. A conceptC is defined
as triple:

C = (N ,O ,S )

In this definition,N is the name of the concept consisting of one or more words usedto refer
to a concept;O is a set ofotherformswhich are alternatives to the name of the concept and can be
considered as alternative names;S is a set ofsynonymswhich are names of other concepts which have
the same meaning as this concept.

The nameN of the concepts and all the alternatives inO are matched against all the fields of a
document. Ifn is a name of the conceptc, in which casen∈ N or n∈ O is true, a score is calculated
for the relevance of the resource for conceptc if n is found in a part of a resource. This score depends
on several factors:

• The number of occurrences of a the namen. If a namen is found several times in a field, the
score is increased.

• The length of the field in which the namen is found. A title of a document is usually shorter
than the contents of a document. An occurence of a name of a concept in a title is less likely
than in the content of a document. Furthermore, a title generally gives a very rough description
of the content of a resource. When a name is found in the title,the score is higher than when
the concept name is found in the contents of a document.
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• If a namen is found in more than one field, the score of every field is addedto the total score.

• When elements of ofN and one or more ofO , or when multiple names inO are matched in a
field, the score is higher compared to when onlyN or one of the alternatives inO is matched.
So, if bothn andm occur in the resource, andn∈ N andm∈ O , then the score is higher than
whenn = m andn∈ N .

The score for everyn∈ N ∪O for every field of a resource, which is a real value between 0 and
1, is added resulting in a total score for a concept. The ten concepts with the highest score which is at
least higher than a predefined value are related to the resource.

3.4 Resource Recommender

Figure 3.3: Processing of recommendation re-
quests.

This section describes the resource recommender
in OntoAIMS. Theresource recommenderis in
fact a search engine for which queries are created
by the system. This process is transparent to the
user and implemented on the server. TheSearch
Agent on the server of OntoAIMS is the main
component of the resource recommender. When
the user requests a list of relevant resources for a
certain concept or search query, the client sends
a request to the server. TheSearch Agenton the
server takes this request and creates a list of rec-
ommended resources for this request. When the
server has created a list of resources, using the in-
formation in the request from the client, the con-
cepts in the domain and the knowledge of the user
stored in the user model, the result is sent to the
client and presented to the user. Figure 3.3 gives
an overview of the processing of search requests.

The resource recommender implements a way
of recommending resources from the Internet and personalize the resource recommender. Addition-
ally, it provides a general interface to all available resource collections available to the system.

3.4.1 Simple and Detailed Recommendation

The resource recommender uses two differentrecommender requests. These two request types are:

• Simple recommendation.This recommender agent will return a limited number of resources
in case of a simple recommendation. Simple recommendation is done when a user does not
explicitly request a recommendation. Because of this, the simple recommendation should not
let the user wait and therefore has to quickly return results. A simple recommendation does
not consider the user model and only return resources that are related to the concept currently
studied by the user.

• Detailed recommendation. A detailed recommendation can be requested by the user when
he or she thinks the resources returned by the simple recommendation are not sufficient. A
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detailed recommendation will return a larger number of resources compared to a simple rec-
ommendation. The detailed recommendation uses query expansion techniques and uses all the
available information stored with the resources collection in the system. The result of a detailed
recommendation is a personalized list of recommended resources on the concept the user is
studying.

The distinction between thos recommendation types are madebecause one of the defined prob-
lems is to recommend additioal resources when the availableresources are insufficient. The detailed
recommendation provides more resources when the user has more knowledge on a certain concepts,
which is a way to implement personalization in the resource recommender. This tackles the problem
of different knowledge levels of the users by adapting the resources to the information available in the
user model.

3.4.2 Simple Recommendation

A simple recommendation request is handled quickly by the resource recommender. A simple recom-
mendation request supplies the name of the concept the user is studying. The collection of resources
stored on the system, defined asR S , is searched. All resources which are related to the concept
supplied in the recommendation request, are returned as recommended resources.

3.4.3 Detailed Recommendation

Processingdetailed recommendation requestis more complex than a simple recommendation request.
A detailed recommendation request consists of the name of the concept the user is studying along with
optional additionalquery termsthat can be added to the request by the user. In some situations, for
example when the user is not actively browsing the domain using the visualization agent, it is possible
that there is no concept supplied in the recommendation request, and only query terms given by the
user are supplied.

The searchable collection of resources stored on the systemis used for recommending resources
in a personalized way. As is described in section 3.3, this collection contains both resources from
the library and from the Internet. Before the resources are stored in the collection of resources in the
system, they need to be found on the Internet. For this task, we use existing search engines. It is
also possible to use other web services providing access to collections of links. For example, social
bookmarking sites offers a selection of links to Internet sites and provides programming interfaces for
accessing these links.

The process of resource recommendation uses the searchablecollection of resources, defined as
in the systemR S and the documents available on the Internet, defined in section 3.3 asR I . First, the
system searches the local collectionR S . Depending on the first result, the system optionally searches
the Internet. IfR S already returnes enough interesting results for the user, the system will not search
R I . The resources found inR I are stored in the local collection of resourcesR S , using the method
described in section 3.3.3.

The queries used for searchingR S andR I are refined using theconcepts in the domainand the
user model. This section describes the process of refining the queries.Because the queries for the
local collection of resources and the Internet search engines are refined in a similar way, the process
will be described only once in this section. When necessary,it will be indicated if there is a difference
in the refinement of the queries for the Internet or local collection.
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External Search Engines Many search engines provide an API making it possible to use the search
engine in applications. However, in order to get good results, it is necessary to use queries which
result in relevant resources and decrease the number offalse positives, i.e. websites that are part of
the result, but are not relevant. Using the domain ontology and the user model, it is possible to expand
the queries with additionalsearch termsandoperators.

Resource Collection on System The collection of resources in the adaptive information system,
described in section 3.3, is searchable using queries. Because this collection is integrated in the
system, the queries for this collection can be more detailedthan queries for external search engines.
However, the basics for expanding queries for this collection are similar to the query refinement for
the external search engines.

3.4.4 Query Processing

A detailed recommendation request consists of thename of a conceptand an optional query string.
This information is combined with information existing in the domain and the user model. The fol-
lowing inputs are available for the query processing:

Inputs for Query Processing

• Inputs from recommendation request.

– Main conceptcm of typeC . This is the concept the user is studying. The concept consists
of a conceptnameN , alternative namesO and synonymsS . See section 3.3.5 for a detailed
description of the definition of concepts.

– Query stringT . This consists of one or more query termst.

• TheDomain modelDM .

• TheUser ModelUM .

These three main inputs are used to create queries.

The Domain Model The domain model is defined as:

DM = (P ,Q )

WhereP is a set of concepts of typeC andQ is a set of links between those concepts, defined as
L :

L = (p1, t, p2)

Where: p1, p2 ∈ P andt defines the type of the link. In other words,L defines a link of typet
between conceptp1 and conceptp2.
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The User Model As described in section 2.1.2, there are two different conceptual state represen-
tations used in OntoAIMS. For the query refinement, the system only uses thelong term conceptual
state. This representation of the user’s conceptualization of the domain is an overlay on top of the
domain model which annotates every concept and link betweentwo concepts with anbelief value:

UM = (PA ,Q A )

WherePA is a set of annotated concepts of typeC A andQ A is defined as an annotated set of
links, defined asL A . Each annotated concept and link is defined as:

C A = (c,v)

L A = (l ,v)

In these definitions, the variablev is the belief value, which is an integer value beween 0 and 100.
The variablec is a concept in the domain, defined asc ∈ P and l is a link between two concepts,
defined asl ∈ Q .

Query Refinement

Based on the intputs defined in the previous section, a query for a resource recommendation can be
refined. In the description of this process, the variable names defined in the previous section are used.

This refinement process consists of several steps. The result will be a queryQ.

Step 1: Define Main Concept Some detailed recommendation requests do not specify a concept,
but only a list of query termsT The first step required is to try to find a concept which is described by
the queryT :

1. For all concepts in domain, if there exists ac ∈ P for which c = T , set this conceptc as the
main conceptcm.

2. For all concepts in domain, if there exists ac∈ P for which there exists a termt ∈ T for which
c = t holds, set this as the main conceptcm.

3. For all termst in the queryT , check if there exists a conceptc in the set of concepts in the
domainP , for which holdst ⊂ c. If there is such a concept, then this conceptc is the main
conceptcm.

The name of the main conceptcm is added to the query:

{Let ncm be the name of concept cm}

Q′ = Q∧ncm
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Step 2: Expand Query with Alternatives and Synonyms Most concepts in the domain have alter-
native names. These names are often used in documents relevant for a particular concept. Therefore,
it is necessary to expand the query with the alternative names for the query:

. . .

Q′ = Q∧ncm

{Expand query with alternative names; let o1 . . .on the terms inO for cm}

Q′ = Q∧ (ncm∨o1∨o2∨ . . .∨on)

Step 3: Add Additional Concepts Depending on the knowledge of the user on the main concept
cm and the knowledge of the user on the concepts that are linked to cm, the query is expanded with
additional terms.

When the belief valuevcm on the conceptcm is less then 50, no additional concepts are added,
because probably the user wants to learn more on this concepts and is not (yet) interested in related
concepts. If thevcm is larger than 50, additional concepts are added to the queryQ. For every concept
b that is linked to conceptcm by a link inQ , the belief value is read from the user model. If the belief
value for conceptb is less then 50, the user probably wants to learn more on this concept in relation
to conceptcm and this conceptb is added to the query. In our example, we consider the belief value
for b smaller than 50 and as such included in the query.

. . .

Q′ = Q∧ (ncm∨o1∨o2∨ . . .∨on)

{Expand query with linked concept names; let b1 . . .bn linked to cn in Q }

{For every belief value v for b1 . . .bn holds v< 50}

Q′′ = Q′∧b1∧b2 . . .∧bn

Step 4: Add Alternative Names for Additional Concepts For the concepts added in 3.4.4, are also
alternative names defined in the domain. These alternative names should also be added to the query
using the same process used for the main conceptcm.

. . .

Q′′ = Q′∧b1∧b2 . . .∧bn

{For every concept ca in b1 . . .bn add alternative names inO }

{Let o1b1 . . .o2b1 the alternative names for b1}

Q′′ = Q′∧ (b1∨o1b1∨o2b1 . . .)∧ (b2∨o2b1∨o2b2 . . .) . . .

After the four steps, queryQ′′ will contain, depending on the user model, the query string provided
by the user and the name of the concept provided by the user or the name of the concept extracted
from the query string provided by the user. Additionally, the alternatives name for the main concept
are included and the concepts that are directly linked to this concept in the domain. The alternative
names of the linked concepts are included in the query as well.
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This query refinement process is used for queries that are used for searching resources in the local
resource collection on the system, defined byR S . The same query refinement process is also used
for creating queries for Internet search engines in order tocollect additional resources. After these
resources are collected from the Internet, they are added tothe local collection of resources.

The result which is send to the client, is the result of a final query executed on the local collection
of resourcesR S .
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Chapter 4

Architecture and Implementation

This chapter presents a detailed description of the implementation of the personalized resource rec-
ommendation in OntoAIMS. The implementation of the resource recommender is based on the design
described in chapter 3. The first section of this chapter describes the implementation context and the
consequences for the implementation of the resource recommender. The system is implemented in the
OntoAIMS information system, which is the main subject in that section. The subsequent sections af-
ter describe the implementation of the resource recommender and the used technologies and external
libraries. The source code documentation of the implementation can be found in Appendix A.

4.1 Implementation Context

In section 3.2 we already described the design of OntoAIMS. The OntoAIMS system is used by sev-
eral researchers and students as a platform for testing various technologies and ideas. As a result the
OntoAIMS system consists of several parts and uses a wide variety of technologies. In section 3 we
presented an improved design of OntoAIMS by adding an improved personalized resource recom-
mender. The implementation of this design and the difficulties encountered when implementing this,
are described in this chapter.

As already mentioned in section 3.2, OntoAIMS is implemented using a client-server architecture.
The server of the system includes the various data models, including the domain model, user model,
task sequence model and resource library, and performs mostcalculations and data processing. The
client is a simple interface to the user which communicates heavily to the server. The user can browse
the visual representation of the domain and search information resources available on the system.
The server of OntoAIMS, the part on which most of the development occured during this project, is
implemented inJava1. The OntoAIMS server is running on theApache Tomcat2 application server.
The server communicates with the outside world using aServlet. The client is web-based and can be
used using an standard internet browser that supports Java Applets. The client of OntoAIMS is also
implemented in Java using Java Applets.

4.1.1 OntoAIMS Packages

The most important packages of OntoAIMS are showed in figure 4.1. Not all packages of OntoAIMS
are visible in this figure, because the diagram would become too complex. TheBase package contains

1See http://java.sun.com for more information.
2See http://tomcat.apache.org for more information.
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Figure 4.1: Main packages of OntoAIMS

general classes providing basic utility methods for logging, input and output and configuration. The
Common package contains classes that are used by both the client andthe server. The objects defined
in this package are primitive structures with only fields containing the relevant information. The
Client package contains the OntoAIMS client and provides the user interface for the system. The
client communicates with the server using the primitive objects in theCommon package. TheServer
package contains the implementation of the server for OntoAIMS. A Java Servlet provides the web
service that can be used by the client to communicat with the server. The server reads and write
the various information models, such as the domain model, user model, task sequencing model and
library. TheOWL-OLM package contains the implementation of the OWL-OLM system and the Dialog
Agent, described in section 2.1.3. OWL-OLM is implemented in a seperate package, making it easier
to use it in other systems.

The personalized resource recommender is integrated into theServer package. The implementa-
tion uses many aspects of the existing system to refine searchrequests and extract information of the
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information models. Implementing the resource recommender in a standalone package which is not
integrated in the server would require major refactoring ofthe OntoAIMS server. Interfaces to internal
parts of the server should have to be created in order to get the required information for the resource
recommender, making the implementation a lot more time consuming. The personalized resource
recommender is integrated in the server in two subpackages.Theindexer package is the implemen-
tation of the indexer of the resources for storing them in theresource collection on the server. This
package provides tools for parsing various document formats and formatting the result in such a way
that it can easily be searched. TheSearch package implements the actual search part, which is in fact
the resource recommender. This package searches the local collection of resources and the Internet
usingGoogle3 andYahoo4.

4.2 Indexer Package

Figure 4.2: OntoAIMS Indexer package.

TheIndexer packages contains the implementation of the indexer in OntoAIMS. The implemen-
tation of the local resource collection, refered to in section 3.3, consists of a searchable index. This
index contains the extracted content of the resources and the metadata available for the resources.

3See http://www.google.com.
4See http://www.yahoo.com.
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Figure 4.2 shows the global implementation of the index. Theindividual classes of this package are
described in this section.

We choose to use an existing library for creating the index and to search this index. For this
purpose we choose to use theApache Lucene5 library. The main interface between the indexer and
the other parts of OntoAIMS is implemented in theLuceneIndexer class.

4.2.1 OntoAIMS and Lucene

The Indexer package uses the Apache Lucene library for implementing theindexer. The Lucene
library is also used for searching this index. Lucene is a text search engine entirely implemented in
Java. Lucene provides several methods for creating an indexand the way the index is stored. We
choose for this project to use the standard indexer which stores the indexing data in plain text files on
the filesystem. It is also possible to store the index in an relational database engine or in the internal
memory. We used this latter indexer for temporarly indexinga document when extracing the related
concepts. See section 3.3.5 for a detailed description of the concept extraction.

Using Lucene, it is possible to index documents using an arbitrary number offields. Each field can
contain text of any length or a date. For each individual field, it is possible to indicate if it should be
indexed, making it possible to search for documents using the information in this field. Additionaly, it
is possble totokenizea field using a so-called analyzer. If a field is tokenized, it is parsed into separate
parts, where every part usually consists of one word. For example, the content of the document
(the body text) is tokenized and indexed using the standard analyzer provided by Lucene, making
it possible to search for individual words or groups of wordsin the index. This standard analyzer
provided by Lucene parses the text assuming the used language is English. On the other hand, the
URL of a document is not indexed and not tokenized, because for our usage of the index it is not
necessary to search on the URL of a document.

Searching the documents in the index is implemented in Lucene using a combination of theVec-
tor Space Model[24] and theBoolean Model. The search results can be ranked, where the best result
for a particular query is returned first. Lucene supports a wide range of query possibilities, includ-
ing queries with wildcards, boolean operators or indicating ranges. A standard implementedQuery
Parser implements a parser for text queries. Aquery filtermakes it possible to search within search
results or limit a search query to only a specific part of the index. This query filter is used in On-
toAIMS for limiting the results of asimple recommendation requestto the resources selected by the
author of the course or domain.

4.2.2 LuceneIndexer

TheLuceneIndexer is the main interface to the indexer and the only class used for communicating
with the implementation of the indexer. TheLuceneIndexer class implements theAgentObject
interace, and as such can be used as an agent within OntoAIMS.When OntoAIMS is started, the
application creates an instance of the object which implements the servlet calledAgentServlet. The
AgentServlet class creates anAgentServer object, which controls the flow of the application. The
AgentServer object handles the incoming messages from the client and delegates the handling of
these messages to the appropriate parts of the application.For this purpose another object is created
from the MetaAgent class. ThisMetaAgent class handles most of the incoming requests on the
various information models and the search agent. TheAgentServer object creates an instance of
the LuceneIndexer class. On the creation of aLuceneIndexer object, theMetaAgent calls the

5See http://lucene.apache.org
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indexLibrary method, which checks if the library created by the author of acourse of domain is
already indexed. This check opens the library and verifies whether all the resources in the library can
be openened. When this is the case, the indexer checks if the resource is contained in the index and
when this is not the case, the resource is added to the index.

One instance of theLuceneIndexer class is used for managing the index of resources related to a
single domain. The index is stored on disk in a directory specified in theagentServletConfig.txt
file which hold configuration data for the OntoAIMS server. The directory which holds the Lucene
indexes is specified using the configuration keyluceneindexdir. For every domain, a seperate
directory is created within thisluceneindexdir in order to keep the indexed resources for the various
domains seperate.

Furthermore, theLuceneIndexer class provides method for adding documents to the index.
These methods, calledaddDocument() are in factdelegate methodsand are implemented in ob-
jects aggregated byLuceneIndexer. ThestartIndexer() methods starts the indexing process and
should be called when documents are added to the index using theaddDocument() methods. Finally,
the class provids the methodgetDomainConcepts() resulting an array ofConceptQuery objects.
This method is used for the process of relating concepts to resources added to the index. See section
3.3.5 for a description of this process.

TheHTTPIndexer class is the actual implementation of the indexer. This class maintains aqueue
of documents that should be indexed. Indexing documents is arather expensive tasks, meaning that
is time consuming. Therefore, theHTTPIndexer uses worker threads to parallellize the indexing
of multiple documents. The worker threads are instances of the HTTPIndexerWorker class. The
creation and management of the individual threads is mangedby theIndexerThreadManager. The
worker threads are implemented the standard threading methods that provided by Java. Every thread
created by theIndexerThreadManager fetches resources that have yet to be indexed from the queue
implemented in theHTTPIndexer. The resource is downloaded from the internet, parsed, the concepts
are extracted and finally added to the index.

4.2.3 HTTPIndexer

The HTTPIndexer implements full-featured indexer, with the possibility torecursively index web
pages on the Internet. The indexer extracts all links on a page and can index the pages referred to.
This way, it is theoretically possible to index a very large number of pages provided that the initial
list of web sites is sufficient. Because the usage of the parser in OntoAIMS is limited to index only
single pages, it is possible to limit the number of links thatshould be followed. This is done by setting
the maximumdepthat which links should be indexed using thesetMaxIndexDepth() method. By
default, this setting is 0, meaning that links on a web page are not followed when indexing the page.

A first in, first out queuewith resources that have to be indexed is maintained byHTTPIndexer.
URL’s of resources in the queue are not yet contained in the local collection of resourcesR S . URL’s
of documents can be added to the queue using theaddQueueItem() methods. Before a document is
added to the queue, these methods checks if the document is already inR S by searching on the URL
of the document. In order to improve performance, the indexer maintains ahashtablenamedcrawled
with documents URL’s that are already contained in the collection of local resources or that are not
available. When a document is indexed and theHTTPIndexer is set to follow links in the document,
the URL’s in that document are added to the queue of items thathave yet to be indexed. Usually, when
indexing multiple web pages located on a singletop level domain, they have often a set of identical
URL’s. The previously mentionedhashtablecrawled improves the speed of adding documents to the
queue, because not for every URL the indexer has to check if the URL is contained inR S .
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A potential problem when indexing a very large number of web pages including the referenced
pages, is that the queue maintained byHTTPIndexer can become very large. Especially, if the pages
contains a large number of unique links, the queue will quickly be filled. In order to cope with the
consequences of this behaviour, it is possible to limit the size of the queue. As a result, not every link
will be indexed, but it will solve a potential crash of the application because of unsufficient available
memory. In OntoAIMS, the links are usually not indexed, or atmost one level deep. For the workings
of the indexer in OntoAIMS this potential problem has no effects, but for other usages of the indexer
this can become a problem. A solution to this problem is to store the URL’s that have to be indexed in
a file on the filesystem instead of in a queue.

HTTPIndexer has several methods used for configure the exact indexing process, such as the
maximum size of the queue, the depth at which URL’s should be indexed and the maximum number
of threads used during the indexing process. The most important methods in this class, used for adding
parsed documents to the index and adding and retrieving items from the queue with resources that are
not yet indexed. These functions are listed below:

• addQueueItem() adds an item to the internal queue of URL’s to resources that are not yet
parsed and stored in the local collection of resourcesR S . This method is mainly used by
the worker threads and is therforesynchronized. This synchronization ensures that two separate
threads cannot call this method at the same time, causing possible concurrency problems. There
are two variations of this method, the first accepting an instance of theIndexURLItem class and
the second accepts aStringcontaining the URL and anotherStringcontaining thesourceof the
URL.

• getQueueItem() returns the top item in the internal queue with resources URL’s. This method
is also syncrhonizedto prevent two threads get the same URL for indexing. An instance
IndexURLItem is returned by this method, containing the source of the URL (either library,
Google, Yahoo or something else), available keywords and the depthat which the link was
collected.

• addIndexItem() is a synchronized method that stores a parsed document in theLucene index.
This method is used by theHTTPIndexerWorker threads. After a URL is downloaded and
parsed, it can be stored in the index using this method. The method accepts aDocument object.
TheDocument class is part of the Lucene library. The parsed document is written to the index
using thewriter object contained by theHTTPIndexer class.

• isCrawled() indicates if a document is already conteind in the indexR S . Returnstrue if the
document is already in the index or if the document is alreadycontained in the queue. This
method is used to avoid adding duplicate entries to the queueor the index.

• doIndex() starts the actual indexing. This method is used by theLuceneIndexer class to start
the actual indexing process. This method creates a index if it doesn’t exists yet or opens and
existing index. Furthermore, the private methodstartIndexing is called, which creates an
instance of theIndexerThreadManager, see section 4.2.5, and manages the indexing threads.
When the indexing process is finished and thestartIndexing method returns, the index is
optimized, making it faster to search the index. Finally, the index writerwriter is closed.
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Starting the Indexer

The actual indexing process is started by calling thedoIndex() method. This method is called by
LuceneIndexer when thestartIndexer() method of that class is invoked. ThedoIndex() method
of HTTPIndexer is described in detail in the previous section, and calls themethodstartIndexer()
of theHTTPIndexer class. This latter method controls the creation of threads,and uses a instance of
IndexerThreadManager for the actual creation of the threads.

Many times, the indexer has to index a number of resources at once. For example, when re-
sults of a Internet search engine is processed or when thelibrary of documents selected by a course
author have to be indexed. ThestartIndexer() method creates additional threads when there is
enough work. The method also ensures that new threads are recreated when they stop indexing. This
sometimes happens when an exception occurs while indexing or when the worker threads are index-
ing resources faster than the application is adding new resources to the queue of URL’s managed by
HTTPIndexer. Source code listing 4.1 shows the current implementation of the startIndexer()
method ofHTTPIndexer.

The doIndex() method is in the current implementation a synchonized method which returns
when the indexing of all resources in the queue is finished. The process of indexing a number of
URL’s can take quite some time, up to a minute for approximately 30 documents. As a result, this
means the server is not available for other requests. This could be changed by making the indexing
entirely asynchronous, for example by creating a seperate thread for theHTTPIndexer class. However,
this requires a change to the entire server, because checks should be added to ensure that the indexing
is finished before other operations are done on the indexer.

Listing 4.1:startIndexer() method implementation

/∗ ∗
∗ S t a r t t h e a c t u a l i n d e x i n g .
∗ Th is method manages t h e c r e a t i o n o f t h r e a d s
∗ u s i n g { @link IndexerThreadManager }
∗ /

p r i v a t e vo id s t a r t I n d e x i n g ( ) {
l og ( " [ HTTPIndexer ] S e t t i n g up worker t h r e a d s " , DEBUG_DEBUG) ;

IndexerThreadManager manager =new IndexerThreadManager (t h i s ) ;
manager . addThread ( ) ;
l og ( " [ s t a r t I n d e x i n g ] Worker " + 0 + " s t a r t e d " , DEBUG_DEBUG) ;

whi le ( manager . checkTh reads ( ) ) {
i f ( queue . s i z e ( ) > 0 &&
manager . ge tTh readCount ( ) < HTTPIndexer .NUM_WORKERS) {

manager . addThread ( ) ;
}

l og ( " [ s t a r t I n d e x i n g ] " + w r i t e r . docCount ( ) +
" documents indexed , " + queue . s i z e ( ) +
" rema in ing ( " + manager . ge tTh readCount ( ) +
" Threads ) " , DEBUG_DEBUG) ;

t r y {
Thread . s l e e p ( 1 0 0 0 ) ;

} ca tch ( I n t e r r u p t e d E x c e p t i o n e ) {
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e . p r i n t S t a c k T r a c e ( ) ;
}

}
}

4.2.4 HTTPIndexerWorker

Most of the real work in the process of retrieving resources from the internet, parsing the resources
and relating concepts to a resource is implemented in theHTTPIndexerWorker class. As is explained
in section 4.2.2, at most ten seperate threads are indexing resources in OntoAIMS. These threads are
instances of theHTTPIndexerWorker class and managed by theIndexerThreadManager which is
described in section 4.2.5.

When aHTTPIndexerWorker class is running in a thread, it will fetch one URL at a time from
the queue maintained byHTTPIndexer, download the resource, parse the content, relate conceptsto
the resource and store the resource in the index.

Methods

The main methods defined byHTTPIndexer are:

• indexUrls() This is the method that fetches resources from the queue inHTTPIndexer. The
IndexURLItem that is returned by thegetQueueItem() method is passed on to theaddDocument()
method. This method is invoked by therun() method of this class, which is invoked when the
thread is started.

• addDocument() Performs the actual parsing of the document and adds the result to the index by
means of theaddIndexItem() method ofHTTPIndexer. This function creates aIndexerDocument
object, realised by either theHTMLDocument or PDFDocument class, which parses the document.
When the document is parsed, this method creates aDocument object which can be added to
the Lucene index.

• relateConcepts() Relates concepts to a resource. A detailed description of this method is
given in section 4.2.4.

• createTempIndex() This method is used by therelateConcepts() method and creates a
temporarly index in memory for extracting concepts from a resource. the

Relating Concepts to Resource

This section describes the implementation of relating concepts to a resource. The design of this part is
described in section 3.3.5. Extracting concepts from resources or relating concepts to resources, which
is actually a better description of the process, is done in one method in theHTTPIndexerWorker class.
relateConcepts() does the actual work of relating concepts to a resource. Relating concepts to the
resource is done using a process consisting of three steps:

1. Create an in-memory temporary searchable index of the resource.

2. Get allconceptsandother formsof concepts in one array.
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3. Search the document with the items in the array created in the previous step.

Obviously, the process is a little more complicated than described using the three steps, but it
helps getting an overview of the process. The following description of the concept relation process is
described using these three steps as a guide.

Create an Index in main memory In the collection of contributed tools for the Lucene library,
an indexer is included that makes it easy to create a single-document index which is located in the
internal memory of a computer system. The internal memory, or main memory, of a computer can be
accessed very fast and provides high data transfer rates. The index in main memory can be searched
very fast compared to the regular indexes created by Lucene on the harddisk of computer systems.
The class providing this feature is namedMemoryIndex. This class contains methods that covers the
entire process of creating the index, adding a document to the index and searching the document in the
index. According to theJavaDocdocumentation of the class6, the library is very fast and can handle
up to 500,000 queries per second on a currently average computer system.

In the OntoAIMS implementation of the indexer, the memory index is created by thecreateTempIndex()
method of theHTTPIndexerWorker. This method first creates an Lucene index in the RAM mem-
ory of the computer. The resource which is indexed by this method is given to this method by using
a parameter.createTempIndex() creates five fields for a resource which are used for relating the
concepts to a resource. These five fields are:

• keywords Keywords specified in the metadata of the document.

• title The title of the document.

• content The content of the document - the body text.

• importantWords Important words in the document - specially formatted sections, such as head-
ings.

• urltext The anchor texts of links in the document.

Get all Concepts of the Domain Relating concepts to a resource requires at least a list of all the
concepts in the domain. For this task, a method inHTTPIndexer can be used, called
getDomainConceptQueryStrings(). This method, not discussed in the section onHTTPIndexer, is
only used in the relating concepts process. The list of concepts is created during the initialization pro-
cess of theHTTPIndexer class. TheLuceneIndexer class provides a list of concepts, because this
class has easy access to theServerDomainAgent class, which manages the domain in OntoAIMS.
HTTPIndexer has access to an array containing all the concepts in the current domain. While On-
toAIMS supports multiple domains, an instance of aLuceneIndexer is specific to a single domain.
As a result of this,HTTPIndexer objects are also specific for one domain. The items in the array of
domain concepts are of the typeConceptQuery. This class implements some convenient methods
making it easier to get theotherformsand creating query strings for the various parts of the concept.

TheConceptQuery class has two public methods and one private method. For every concept in
the domain, aConceptQuery object is created. The main purpose of theConceptQuery class is to
create query strings which can be used by the concept relating process inHTTPIndexerWorker. The
three methods of theConceptQuery class are listed below:

6See http://lucene.zones.apache.org:8080/hudson/job/Lucene-Nightly/javadoc/ for the JavaDoc ofMemoryIndex
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• getConceptName() A public method that returns the name of the concept.

• getQueryStrings() A public method that returns anString array with for all the possible
names of the concept. For example, when a conceptcopying files has threeotherforms,
namelycopying files, copy file andcopying file, this method will return an array with
three items. The first alternative namecopying files will be omitted, because this alternative
name is the same as the concept name.

• formatQuery() A private function used bygetQueryStrings(). This method formats the
strings returned bygetQueryStrings(). Formatted queries are directly usable by theQueryParser
class of Lucene. Non-word characters, such as ˜ and / are escaped to not break the query.

In the HTTPIndexer class, the methodgetDomainConceptsQueryStrings() method gets all
query strings from theConceptQuery objects and puts them in one large array. This array is returned
to the HTTPIndexerWorker class in order to use the queries in this array to relate concepts to a
resource.

Searching a Resource for Concepts When the temporary memory index is created in step one,
and an array with all concepts andotherformsis obtained in step two, the final step is to actually
get the most related concepts for a resource. This is the donein therelateConcepts() method of
HTTPIndexerWorker. This method loops through the array with concepts and searches the five fields
created in the temporary index. The result of this search is afloat value between 0 and 1 indicating the
relevance of the query to the field. These values are added fora single concepts. Because of the nature
of Lucene, keywords (concept names) that are found in the title are more important than keywords
found in the body text. The title is generally shorter, resulting in a higher value because of the nature
of the scoring algorithm used by Lucene [19].

After the calculation of the scores for all concepts, the algorithm filters out concepts with a score
lower thanMIN_RELEVANCE, which is currently defined as 20. The methodlimitConceptCount()
reduces the number of related concepts to at mostMAX_RELATED_CONCEPTS, which is defined at
10.

Some more research should be done to improve this algorithm,because in the current implemen-
tation the results are not always as expected. Possible improvements is to considere links between
concepts in the process. For example, a concept with the namemore is part of theBasic Linux Ontol-
ogy. This concept is by this algorithm related to a large number of resources, while it only should be
related to resources which discuss themore commandin Linux. This could be fixed when the related
concepts of themore concept are taken in consideration when relating concepts to a resource.

4.2.5 IndexerThreadManager

TheIndexerThreadManager manages the threads used by theHTTPIndexer for adding documents to
the index. This class only provides methods for creating newthreads, getting the number of currently
running threads and checking if there are running threads. This class does not implement a strategy for
creating new threads but only for administrating the threadobjects. The performance of the indexer
is influenced by the maximum number of concurrent threads andthe speed at which they are created.
In OntoAIMS the strategy for creating new threads is implemented byHTTPIndexer. The most
important methods of this class are listed below:

• addThread() creates a new thread using theHTTPIndexerWorker class.
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• checkThreads() returnstrue if there are anyHTTPIndexerWorker threads running. Usually,
at least one thread will be running if there are URL’s that have to be indexed. If all threads are
finished, it is very likely that everything that could be indexed, is actually indexed.

• getThreadCount() will return an integer indicating the number of threads thatare currently
running. This value can be used in combination with the number of items in the queue main-
tained byHTTPIndexer to decide if thare should be additional threads created in order to speed
up the indexing process.

We choose to use threads, because testing showed that duringthe indexing of a number of re-
sources, most of the time was used by downloading the resources. Parsing of the documents was only
a fraction of the total time needed to indexing one document.Downloading the web pages does not
require any resources from the system. The performance can be improved by using multiple threads
downloading and indexing documents, causing a more efficient usage of system resources.

4.2.6 Parsers

Parsing of the resource is one of the steps when a resource is indexed by OntoAIMS. Section 3.3.4 ex-
plains the design of the parsers. In this section we will discuss the implementation of the parsers in On-
toAIMS. TheHTTPIndexerWorker class parses the documents in theaddDocument() method. The
implementation of the parsers is done in seperate classes which implements theIndexerDocument
interface. This interface defines a set of methods that must be implemented by the classes that im-
plements this interface. Among those methods aregetTitle(), getContent(), getAuthor() and
getModified(). These methods should returnString objects containing the part of the document
indicated by the method name. For example, the name of a document can be retrieved using the
getTitle() method.

The main purpose of the actual parsing is to transform documents of various types into a general
format that can be processed by OntoAIMS. Mainly, the content of the document - the text visible to
the user without formatting information - should be available to the application. Lucene only supports
plain text while indexing and does not provide methods to process document formats such as HTML,
PDF or Word documents. Several implementations of Lucene are available that contain parsers for
particular document formats, but these parsers are very generic and does not enable the application
to extract specific parts of a document. Therefore, we decided to implement custom parsers using
existing libraries.

Currently, OntoAIMS supports two document types that can beindexed by the application: HTML
documents, implemented in theHTMLDocument class, andPortable Document Formatdocuments,
implemented in thePDFDocument class.

HTMLDocument

TheHTMLDocument class implements a parser for HTML documents. The parser supports documents
formatted using the HTML markup language, specified in a standard of the World Wide Web Con-
sortium7. The class does not explicitely support a particular version of the HTML specification. On
the Internet, most HTML documents are not conform the specifications.HTMLDocument tries to parse
documents formatted using HTML or XHTML.

7See http://www.w3.org/TR/html401/ for the HTML 4.01 specification
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An existing library, calledHTMLParser8 is used for the actual parsing. This parser is open source
and written in Java. The parser is designed to be very flexible, meaning that it will not stop when
an error is encountered in the HTML document. Authors of web sites on the Internet tend to create
HTML which will work in most commonly used browsers, but is not valid HTML. To let OntoAIMS
process most documents on the Internet, the parser should allow invalid HTML and process it in a
way the author intended. TheHTMLParser provides features to strip an HTML document from all its
markup tags, resulting in a plain text document. The libraryalso makes it easy to extract particular
parts of a document, for example only the title or metadata. HTMLParser is widely used by various
popular Java projects and well-tested. The project uses rigid testing strategies, mainly based on unit
tests and regression tests.

During testing of the parser for HTML Documents, we discovered that the parser could not process
documents with a changing character set. Investigation of the code and HTML specifications lead to
the conclusion that this was a bug in the HTMLParser library.To fix this issue, a patch was created and
submitted to the maintainer of the library. The upcoming version9 of HTMLParser will contain this
patch. In the current implementation of OntoAIMS we used a patched version of the current version10

of the HTMLParser library.
HTMLParser can parse web pages directly from the Internet, however this will lead to problems

in certain cases. To solve these problems, the documents aredownloaded by theHTMLDocument class,
before they are parsed using HTMLParser. This will solve problems related to web sites that are cur-
rently not available. HTMLParser would try to download these documents infinitely,HTMLDocument
will time out after a certain period.HTMLDocument will define aUser Agentwhen downloading web
pages from the Internet. Some web sites require this, such ashttp://www.google.com.

Metadata of a HTML document is extracted using the HTMLParser library. In HTML documents,
metadata is defined using themeta tag in thehead section of the document. The HTML specifications
[7] does not define which metadata should be defined in a HTML document, making it difficult to
extract all the available metadata. The specifications onlydefine how ameta tag should be defined
and which atributes can be used within this tag. Some metadata, such as the title, is defined in seperate
tags, making the extraction of metadata from an HTML document even more difficult. There are two
variants of themeta tag, seperated by the attribute used for defining thekeyof the metadata. The
first variant uses thenameattribute to define the name of themeta tag. The second variant uses the
http-equivattribute to define the name of themeta tag. This latter variant of themeta tag is used by
the web server to define additionalhttp headersfor the document based on these metadata tags. In
the current implementation ofHTMLDocument, only theauthor andkeywordsare extracted from the
document. However, additional meta data can be added easilyusing thegetMeta() method.

PDFDocument

A parser forPortable Document Formatdocuments is implemented in thePDFDocument class. Just
like theHTMLDocument class, is thePDFDocument class an implementation of theIndexerDocument
interface. The functionality of thePDFDocument class is identical to the functionality of theHTMLDocument
class. In contrast to HTML documents, PDF documents are binary files, making it impossible to read
them using a standard text editor. The document format is also more complex. On the other hand,
the PDF specifications define more details on the definition ofmetadata, making it easier to extract
the metadata from a resource. Most of the details described for the HTML documents in the previous

8See http://htmlparser.sourceforge.net for more information on HTMLParser
9The upcoming version of HTMLParser will probably be version2.0 and is scheduled for May 2007.

10During this project, version 1.6 of HTMLParser is used
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section, also holds for PDF documents. ThePDFDocument class also uses an external library for the
actual parsing of PDF documents.

PDFBoxis used for extracting the contents from PDF resources. The website of PDFBox11 has a
short description of the project: "PDFBox is an open source Java PDF library for working with PDF
documents. This project allows creation of new PDF documents, manipulation of existing documents
and the ability to extract content from documents. PDFBox also includes several command line utili-
ties". We use the library to get a text representation of the content of the document and the available
metadata.PDFDocument extracts most of the common available metadata from PDF documents:title,
author, creation date, modification date, subject, producer, creatorandkeywords. The current imple-
mentation ofPDFDocument does not extract theimportant sectionsof the document. As a result the
methodgetImportantWords() does always return an empty string.

4.3 Searching for Resources

Section 4.2 describes the implementation of the indexer in OntoAIMS. But only indexing documents
does not result in a improved resource recommendation. Therefore, another package is created which
searches the index and processes the results. Additional resources are also added to the index by this
package, for which external search engines are used. This section will describe the implementation of
this part of OntoAIMS.

4.4 Search Package

TheSearch package brings all components of the resource recommender together and contains the
implementation of the search process that forms the actual resource recommender. An overview of this
package is presented in figure 4.3 which shows the main classes of the package along with the relevant
methods and fields within those classes. This package uses several external libraries, including the
Lucene library, as described in 4.2.1. The current implementation of theSearch package uses web
services fromGoogleandYahoofor searching the Internet.

The main class of theSearch package, used by the other parts of OntoAIMS, is theServerSearchAgent.
This class us mainly used byMetaAgent of the server part of OntoAIMS. This class decides which
classes of the package are used for the various tasks and can process theCommandRequests received
by the OntoAIMS server.

4.4.1 ServerSearchAgent

TheServerSearchAgent class is the part of theSearch package that is used by the other parts of
OntoAIMS. This class implements theAgentObject interface. Classes implementing this interface
can be used as an agent within the OntoAIMS server. The serverpart of OntoAIMS uses several
agenst, such as theDomainAgent, the UserProfileAgentandCourseAgentwhich provides access to
particular parts of the data located on the server. The common AgentObject interface provides a
generic way of how the agents handle requests from the OntoAIMS client. TheMetaAgent class
decides which agent processes which commands, representedby aCommandRequest. For example,
the MetaAgent sends commands which are related to the domain to theDomainAgent. The search
commands are processed by theServerSearchAgent and therefore, theMetaAgent sends search
commands to an instance of this object.

11See http://www.pdfbox.org/
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Search

Lucene

LuceneSearchWorker

-queryparser: QueryParser

-environment: AgentEnvironment

-results: Hits

-searcher: IndexSearcher

+doSearch(query:ServerSearchQuery): SearchWorkerResult

SearchWorker

+doSearch(query:ServerSearchQuery): SearchWorkerResult

+init(environment:AgentEnvironment,agentCode:String): void

GoogleSearchWorker

YahooSearchWorker

<<AgentObject>>

ServerSearchAgent

-environment: AgentEnvironment

-agentCode: String

-searchIndexer: LuceneIndexer

-searchWorkers[]: SearchWorker

-optimizer[]: QueryOptimizer

-indexSearchWorkers: SearchWorker

-results: SearchResultPack

+canHandleCommand(req:CommandRequest)

+handleCommand(req:CommandRequest)

+init(env:Environment,agentCode:String)

-addDocumentToIndex(item:SearchWorkerResultItem)

-getIndexResults(query:ServerSearchQuery): SearchResultPack

-getAdditionalResults(query:ServerSearchQuery): SearchResultPack

+SearchResources

1

1...*

QueryOptimizer

+optimize(query:ServerSearchQuery)

LuceneQueryOptimizer

WebQueryOptimizer

SearchWorkerResult

-query: ServerSearchQuery

-resultItems: SearchWorkerResultItem

+addResult(result:SearchWorkerResultItem)

+getResults(): SearchWorkerResultItem[]

SearchWorkerResultItem

+author: String

+created: Date

+modified: Date

+keywords: String

+relatedConcepts: String

+score: int

+source: String

+summary: String

+title: String

+url: String

Figure 4.3: Search package.

Three methods are defined by theAgentObject interface: init(), canHandleCommand() and
handleCommand(). Theinit() method takes two parameters: anAgentEnvironment and a string
representing theagentCode. This latter parameter is used to identify an instance of aAgentObject,
the first is an interface providing access to other parts of the server, such as configuration data and the
other available agents. The previously mentionedMetaAgent implements theAgentEnvironment
interface and is as such used by most OntoAIMS agents as theAgentEnvironment.

ThecanHandleCommand() andhandleCommand() are the two methods used for processing com-
mands by the agents in OntoAIMS. Both methods accepts one parameter shich is of the type
CommandRequest. ThecanHandleCommand() returns if the agent is capable of processinig a com-
mand of the type given as tha argument. This is used by theMetaAgent to check which agent
should process a particular command received from the client. If the agent can process the com-
mand, the methodhandleCommand() is used for delegating the processing of a commend to the
agent. The agent will process the command and return an object which implements theabstract class
CommandResponse. These objects can directly sent to the server by theMetaAgent.

TheServerSearchAgent can handle two type of commands:

• COMMAND_SEARCH_COMMAND is send by the client when the user requestis asimple recommen-
dation.

• COMMAND_SEARCH_GETMORERESULTS is send by the client when the user requests adetailed
recommendation.

The first,COMMAND_SEARCH_COMMAND is a simple resource request and will return a small list of
resources. The second,COMMAND_SEARCH_GETMORERESULTS, will return a larger list of resources in
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which the personal preferences and knowledge of the user is used for refining the list.
Furthermore, the class provides methods used internally for various tasks.ServerSearchAgent

has several instances of other classes available which are used for delegating commands to.SearchWorker
objects are used for searching specific type of resource collections, such as theLuceneSearchWorker
which searches the Lucene index, described in the previous section,GoogleSearchWorker which is
used to search the Internet using Google andYahooSearchWorker for searching using Yahoo. In-
stances of these classes are created during the initialization phase ofServerSearchAgent by calling
the methodinitWorkers(). Two methods,getIndexResults() andgetAdditionalResults()
are used for actually searching the various resource collections and get relevant resources.

Also an instance of the indexer agentLuceneIndexer is created during initialization of
ServerSearchAgent. This object is created by calling the methodinitIndexer(). The reason
for the creation of aLuceneIndexer object, is becauseServerSearchAgent indexes resources re-
trieved from the Internet. For adding a resource to the Lucene index the class provides the method
addDocumentToIndex().

Before queries are send to the relevantsearch worker, the queries have to be optimized in order
to incorporate the preferences and existing knowledge of the user. This is done by classes which
implement theQueryOptimizer interface.ServerSearchAgent uses instances of these classes for
optimizing queries.

4.4.2 SearchWorker Interface

Searching the various resource collections, such as the Lucene index and resource located on the
Internet, is implemented in classes that inherit theSearchWorker interface. This interface defines
only two methods which have to be implemented by classes thatimplement this interface. The two
methods areinit(), which is called before the object is used for searching. This method should
initialize the object and should do tasks such as initializing the library which is usd for searching and
setting up connections to external document repositories.The other method defined by this interface
is thedoSearch() method. Calling this method will result in the actual searchprocess and is in most
implementations of theSearchWorker interface the most complex method. This method accepts one
parameterquery which has to be aServerSearchQuery object.

The implementation of thedoSearch() method in theSearchWorker classes, should return a
SearchWorkerResult object. This object contains global information on the search results and con-
tains an array ofSearchWorkerResultItem objects representing the individual results or the re-
sources. ASearchWorkerResultItem contains the following fields:

• author

• title

• url

• summary

• keywords

• relatedConcepts, containing a comma seperated list of related concepts.

• score, containing a score indicating the relevance of the result.

• source, containing the source of the result, for exampleGoogleor library.
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• modified, containing the date of last modification of the resulted resource.

• created, containing the creationd date of the resulted resource.

Google SOAP Search API

Google provides a web service enabling to use the search engine of this company in applications.
Google SOAP Search API can be used for searching the Internetusing Google’s search technology.
However, since december 2006 this service is depricated, meaning that the service still remains avail-
able for the time being. However, it is not possible to download the software development kit for the
service and there will be no new registration keys be issued,meaning that only existing keys can be
used.

The Google SOAP Search API uses theSimple Object Access Protocol, abbreviated to SOAP, for
communicating with the client. This protocol is based on XML. Full documentation for the protocol
used by the Google SOAP Search API can be fount on the Google website12. In the past, Google
also provided a software development kit for the service, containing libraries for many commonly
used programming languages. OntoAIMS uses the Java libraryprovided by Google for accessing the
service. The webservice accepts a search request containing a search query and various parameters.
These parameters could be set using various methods of the main Google classGoogleSearch:

• setKey() is used to define a key used to identify the user. Keys for the service could be obtained
from Google before the service was depricated.

• doSpellingSuggestions() sets if the service should provide suggestions for a better spelling
of the query words.

• setFilter() indicates if similar results in the set of results should be filtered out.

• setLanguageRestricts() can be used to restrict the language of the results, for example to
Dutch or English.

• setMaxResults() is used to limit the number of results returned for a query, the maximum
number is limited to 10.

• setQueryString() is used to define the query string for a search.

• setRestricts() sets if the search should be restrict to a particular subject. This method can
be used to restrict the search toLinux, BSD, Microsoft Windowsand several other subjects.

• setSafeSearch() can be set totrue to filter out web pages containing certain material, such
as pornogrpahy.

• setSoapServiceURL() can be used to define a different URL for the service.

• setStartResult() indicates the index of the first result.

There are some other methods provided by this class, but these are not relevant in this context.
By adding keywords to the query string set using thesetQueryString() method, it is possible to
set some additional aspects of the query. For example, it is possible to restrict the query to specific
document types (PDF, Word documents, etc) or limit the search to a particular domain. The actual

12See http://code.google.com/apis/soapsearch/
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search action is started using thedoSearch() method, returning aGoogleSearchResult object,
which contains a number ofGoogleSearchResultElements for representing the individual result
items.

A GoogleSearchResults objects contains some meta information on the search action, such as
the number of results, the index of the first element and optional suggestions for improved spelling of
the query. AGoogleSearchResultElement has a number of fields to represent an individual search
result item. The most relevant items are listed here:

• Thetitle of the document, available usinggetTitle().

• TheURLof the document, available usinggetURL().

• A summarycan be obtained using thegetSummary() method, however not for all document is
a summary available.

• A snippethighlighting the relevant part of a result based on the query, available throughgetSnippet().

• Some Google results are categorized in directories. If thisis the case for a result, the directory ti-
tle can be obtained using thegetDirectoryTitle() method and thegetDirectoryCategory()
gives the category of the directory as a result.

• For some results related resources are available. If this isthe case, the method
getRelatedInformationPresent() will return true.

Some limitations apply to the Google SOAP Search API. First,it is required to specify anAPI
keywith every search request. Since Google SOAP Search API is not actively supported anymore, it
is not possible to obtain new API keys. It is officially not allowed to share a single API key, since
these keys are linked to a specific user name. The API key is used to track usage of the service.
Every key has a limit of 1,000 free queries a day and a single query returns at most 10 results. Using
subsequent queries it is possible to get at most 1,000 results for a single search query. There are also
some limitations on the query string, but these limitationsalso apply to the normal Google Search.
Every query can contain at most ten individual words and the length of the query may not exceed 2048
bytes.

The GoogleSearchWorker used by OntoAIMS uses the Google SOAP Search API for imple-
menting the search functionality. The class format the query in a way that can be used directly by
Google SOAP Search API and processes the results and put themin a SearchWorkerResult object.
The API key issued by Google should be put directly in the source code of the class in the variable
key.

Yahoo WebSearch API

TheYahooSearchWorker implements a search worker that searches the Internet usingthe web service
provided by Yahoo. Like Google, Yahoo provides several web services that can be used to implement
search features in applications. The API Yahoo provides forsearching the Internet is calledYahoo
WebSearch API13. The Yahoo WebSearch API delivers similar functionality asthe Google SOAP
Search API, described in the previous section, but there aresome differences.

The Yahoo WebSearch API is implemented usingRepresentational State Transfer (REST)[14].
Yahoo provides a software development kit which contains libraries for several languages for the

13See http://developer.yahoo.com/search/ for more information on the Yahoo WebSearch API
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WebSearch API. Among those libraries is a Java implementation which is used in OntoAIMS. The
main class in this API is theSearchClient class, containing several methods for using the various
services provided by Yahoo. To use the web search service, one has to use thewebSearch() method
of this class. The sole parameter accepted by this method should be aWebSearchRequest object. This
WebSearchRequest class consists of methods to configure various settings for the search request. The
most important settings are listed here with the relevant method:

• setQuery() is used to set the search query string.

• setResult() can be used to limit the maximum number of results.

• setStart() is used to set the index of the first result.

• setLanguage() can be set to only get results in a specific language.

• addLicense() can be set to limit the results to documents licenced under a specific license.

• setSimilarOk() is used to filter similar documents from the result.

• setFormat() can be used to limit the search on documents of a specific format, for example
PDF or HTML.

Some other settings are available as well, but these are not relevant or used by the OntoAIMS
implementation of theYahooSearchWorker class.

ThewebSearch() method of theSearchClient class of the Yahoo library gives aWebSearchResults
object that specifies the number of results and the number of returned results. This object also con-
tains an array ofWebSearchResult objects, which represents the actual results. AWebSearchResult
object contains the following items:

• getClickURL() returns the URL of the document which should be used to download the re-
source according to Yahoo. This URL downloads the resource via Yahoo, giving Yahoo the
opportunity to track the downloads of a resource and as such to improve the search results,
according to the provided documentation.

• getURL() returns the direct URL of the web page.YahooSearchWorker only uses this method
in the current implementation.

• getTitle() returns the title of the resource.

• getSummary() returns a summary of the resource.

• getModificationDate() returns the last modification date for the resource.

• getMimeType() returns the mimetype for the resource.

The usage of the Yahoo WebSearch API is limited per ip-address. Every ip-address has a limit
of 5,000 queries a day. A query can at most return 100 results,but by specifying the index of the
first result using thesetStart() method, it is possible to get additional results for a particular query.
Before an application can use the Yahoo WebSearch API, a key is required calledAppID. This key is
used to identify the application and track its usage of the Yahoo WebSearch API. Currently, the Yahoo
WebSearch API has more possibilities than the Google SOAP Search API, both in terms of flexibility
in the used queries, but also on the field of usage limitations.
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Lucene search

A third implementation of theSearchWorker interface is theLuceneSearchWorker. This class is part
of theSearch.Lucene package, which contains Lucene specific parts of theSearch package. The im-
plementation of theLuceneSearchWorker is a bit more complex than theYahooSearchWorker and
GoogleSearchWorker, because the results contain more information on the results. The extra infor-
mation can be used by theServerSearchAgent to personalize the results from thisSearchWorker.

In the current implementation of the OntoAIMS resource recommender, only resources delivered
by LuceneSearchWorker objects are returned to the client. Resources retrieved using Yahoo and
Google are first added to the Lucene index using theLuceneIndexer and retrieved again using the
LuceneSearchWorker. At first sight, this might sound complicated, but adding theresources to the
indexer adds additional metadata to the resource which is not available when the resource is pro-
vided by theYahooSearchWorker or GoogleSearchWorker. Adding the resources from these two
SearchWorkers to the index takes some time, but this is not a real problem because only detailed
resource recommendations are processed this way.

Queries accepted by theLuceneSearchWorker’s doSearch() method are similar to the queries
accepted by theGoogleSearchWorker andYahooSearchWorker. However, the limitations that apply
to these two search workers in terms of query length, do not apply to the theLuceneSearchWorker.
A parser, implemented in theQueryParser class, part of the Lucene package, is used for parsing the
queries and transform them intoQuery objects which can be directly used to query the Lucene index.
An instance of the LuceneIndexSearcher class is used to search the index.

Depending on the query, which is provided as anServerSearchQuery object, the
LuceneSearchWorker searches the index using different fields. A simple resourcerecommendation
causes only a search on the related concepts specified for theresources in the index. A detailed
resource recommendation will result in a search on most fields available in the index.

4.4.3 QueryOptimizer class

Before a query is used for searching resources, theServerSearchAgent optimizes the query using
an object inheriting theQueryOptimizer abstract class. The current implementation of the resource
recommender in OntoAIMS contains two child classes inheriting this class:LuceneQueryOptimizer
andWebQueryOptimizer. These two classes are very similar and only differ in detail. The
LuceneQueryOptimizer is used to optimize queries used to search the local collection of resrouces
managed by Lucene and accessed using theLuceneSearchWorker. Because theLuceneQueryOptimizer
class is specific to the Lucene library, this class is contained in theSearch.Lucene package. The
WebQueryOptimizer is used to optimize queries for theYahooSearchWorker andGoogleSearchWorker.
Both Google and Yahoo uses a very similar syntax for defining queries, making it possible to imple-
ment the optimizer in a single class.

The two classes that inherit theQueryOptimizer implement the processing of queries described
in section 3.4.4. The class defines one important methodoptimize() which takes aServerSearchQuery
object and returns an object of the same type, but describinga optimized version of the original
ServerSearchQuery object. Theoptimize() method should be overriden by the classes which in-
herit theQueryOptimizer class and implement an optimization process returning a query string in
the specific syntax used by a certain search engine. Code listing 4.2 displays the implementation of
the optimize() method implemented in theLuceneQueryOptimizer class. The query optimizing
process implemented in this method is described in section 3.4.4.
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Listing 4.2:optimize() method implementation inLuceneQueryOptimizer

pub l i c Serve rSea rchQuery o p t i m i z e ( Se rve rSea rchQuery query ) {
q u e r y S t r i n g = new S t r i n g B u f f e r ( ) ;
C o n c e p t S t r u c t mainConcept = e x t r a c t C o n c e p t ( query ) ;
query . c u r r e n t C o n c e p t = mainConcept ;

/ / append o t h e r f o r m s
q u e r y S t r i n g . append ( " ( " ) ;
q u e r y S t r i n g . append ( mainConcept . name ) ;
q u e r y S t r i n g . append ( ge tOtherFormsQuery ( mainConcept ) );
q u e r y S t r i n g . append ( " ) " ) ;

C o n c e p t S t r u c t [ ] l i n k e d c o n c e p t s =t h i s . ge tL inkedConcep ts ( mainConcept ) ;
i f ( l i n k e d c o n c e p t s . l e n g t h > 0 && ( g e t B e l i e f V a l u e ( mainConcept ) > 5 0 ) ) {

f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < l i n k e d c o n c e p t s . l e n g t h ; i ++) {
q u e r y S t r i n g . append ( "AND " ) ;
q u e r y S t r i n g . append ( " ( " ) ;
q u e r y S t r i n g . append ( l i n k e d c o n c e p t s [ i ] . name ) ;
q u e r y S t r i n g . append ( ge tOtherFormsQuery ( l i n k e d c o n c e p ts [ i ] ) ) ;
q u e r y S t r i n g . append ( " ) " ) ;

}
}
query . query = q u e r y S t r i n g . t o S t r i n g ( ) ;
System . ou t . p r i n t l n ( q u e r y S t r i n g . t o S t r i n g ( ) ) ;
re turn query ;

}

Theoptimize() method in the classes inheritingQueryOptimizer use various helper functions
provided by theQueryOptimizer class. These methods provide access to some aspects of the do-
main and the user profile and make it easier to extract relevant information of these information mod-
els. These methods use instances of relevant objects. The two most important objects used by the
QueryOptimizer is theltcs object and an instance of theServerDomainAgent class.

Theltcs object is an instance of theConceptualState class, provided by theOWL-OLMpack-
age. This class provides access to the enhanced user model which is used for optimizing the queries.
TheConceptualState class provides two methods for obtaining thebelief valuefor a certain con-
cept, calledgetKnowledgeScore(). The difference between the two methods is that one accepts a
string containing the URI to the concept in the OWL ontology as a parameter, while the other ac-
cepts aVectorobject containing a list of resource URI’s as parameter. Thefirst method returns the
belief value for the concept, while the second returns a value between 0 and 100 indicating how many
concepts in theVectorobject are found in the user’s conceptual state and are annotated with a belief
value.

ThedomainAgent variable is an object of the typeServerDomainAgent providing access to the
domain model. This object is used to retrieve the domain concepts from themodel and relate a
concept to other concepts by following the links to other concepts. ThegetPack() method of the
ServerDomainAgent class returns aDomainPack object containing all the concepts, links and docu-
ment references in the domain. ThisDomainPack is used to getConceptStruct objects for the vari-
ous concepts in the domain. This last type of object containsinformation on a concept in the domain,
such asotherForms andsynonyms. Furthermore, theDomainPack has aconceptLinkDefs variable
containingConceptLinkStruct objects. These objects defines links between two concepts, and is
are used byQueryOptimizer to get concepts which are somehow related to another concept. Because
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theConceptualState class only allows to get thebelief valuefor URI’s referring to the concept in
the OWL ontology, theConceptStruct also contains a fieldbasedOnResURI containing the URI of
a concept in the OWL ontology, if available. This value is accessible using thegetBasedOnResURI()
method of theConceptStruct class. TheQueryOptimizer class provides a delegate method access-
ing this method, calledgetConceptURI() which returns the URI in the domain of a concept when
the name of the concept is provided to the method as a parameter.

The main methods of theQueryOptimizer are listed here:

• extractConcept() This method tries to extract a main concept for the query. In many cases,
a concept is already provided, but some queries do not contain a concept, which is necessary to
add additional concepts to the query and refine the query. In section 3.4.4 the variablecm refers
to the main concept. This method tries to extract this main conceptcm from the query.

• getConceptURI() Returns the URI in the OWL ontology for a particular concept.

• getBeliefValue() Returns thebelief value vc for the user for a specific conceptc. This belief
value is extracted from the user model. There are two implementatioins of this method, the first
accepting the name of the concept as a string, the second accepts aConceptStruct.

• getOtherForms() Returns the alternative names for a concept. In section 3.4.4 these alter-
native names are refered to by the variable nameo in the description of the query refinement
process.

• getLinkedConcepts() Gives the linked conceptsb1...n for conceptc. This method extracts the
concepts which are linkd from conceptc or linked to from other concepts to conceptc. The
ServerDomainAgent is used for extracting these additional concepts from the domain model.

ServerSearchQuery

TheServerSearchQuery class is used for managing a query on the server. Objects of this type are
used to transfer the query between the various classes within theSearch package. TheQueryOptimizer
class uses instances of theServerSearchQuery while receiving and returning an optimized query.
TheServerSearchQuery class extends theSearchQueryStruct which is used for transferring queries
between the client and the server. TheServerSearchQuery class has the following fields, which
are accessible using getter and setter methods:courseCode, currentConcept, query, source,
userCode. Thequery field contains the textual representation of the query,source is an optional
field which restricts the query to resources originating from a particular source, such asGoogle, Ya-
hooor Library. ThecurrentConcept field contains the most relevant concept for this query, which
either can be defined by the client or extracted from the queryby theQueryOptimizer classes. The
courseCode contains the current course code of the course the user is currently following and the
userCode contains the code of the current user, which is required to personalized the query.

4.5 Implementation on the OntoAIMS Client

In order to use the new resource recommendation implementation on the server, some changes where
required on the client of OntoAIMS. This project was restricted to theviewerand as such does not
contain improvements to theadminandeditor environment of OntoAIMS. It is beyond the scope of
this project to present the existing implementation of the OntoAIMS viewerclient. In this section,
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client.search

<<SearchManager>>
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             weight:double)
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Figure 4.4: Relevant client packages for resource recommender.

the relevant parts of the client for the resource recommender will be described. Furthermore, a short
description of the communication between the client and theserver will be given.

While some problems where identified with the OntoAIMS user interface during this project, no
significant improvements are realised on this area. The workon the client during this project mainly
focussed on integrating the OntoAIMS resource recommenderin the current implementation.

The OntoAIMSvieweris one of the three clients that are available in OntoAIMS. Figure 2.1 shows
the user interface of the client. The user interface is implemented in a seperate package. Communi-
cation with the server is entirely done byagents objectswhich are in fact client side implementations
of the agents available on the server. This implemenatationis commonly known as theProxy Design
Pattern[13]. The various agents are contained in theclient.defImpl package. This package also
contains client side implementations of classes that inherit the classes that are used for communication
bewteen the client and the server.

The communication between theServerSearchAgent and the client is managed by theDefSearchAgent
class. This class contains a methoddoSearch() which sends a search request to the server and re-
ceives the result. The query is sent from the client to the server as aSearchQueryStruct object and
the results are returned in aSearchResultPack object. An overview of the relevant packages on the
client for the resource recommendation are visible in figure4.4.
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4.5.1 ServerSearchManager

The user interface of the OntoAIMSviewer client is implemented in theViewerMainPanel. This
large class contains the application logic which handles mouse clicks and keyboard input of the
user. A detailed discussion of the implementation of this class is not relevant for this project, and
as such omitted here. This class contains three relevant methods:doDocSearch(), doSearch() and
doQuickSearch. The first method is invoked when the user wants to search for relaed documents for
a particular resource, the second is used for searching on a concept or a free-text query, and the latter is
invoked when the user clicks on a concept name in the domain browser and asimple recommendation
is requested. The implementation of these three methods is very similar, because the actual logic is
implemented in theServerSearchManager class, which is part of theclient.viewer.search pack-
age. In the past, OntoAIMS used theLocalSearchManager which implements the search logic on
the client. TheServerSearchManager is developed during this project and transfer search requests
to the server.

TheServerSearchManger implements theSearchManager interface. The main methods of this
class are the following:

• executeSearch() is available in two variants, the first accepts aDocument object and searches
for documents which are relevant to the same concepts as the provided document. The second
variant accepts a query string and aDefTask object which represents the current task. This
latter version delegates the search to the server.

• getRelatedConcepts() returns the concepts which are the result of the last search action
executed using theexecuteSearch() method.

• getRelatedDocuments() returns the documents resulted from the last search action.

4.5.2 ConceptPack and DocumentPack

The search results on the client are represented in two classes: ConceptPack andDocumentPack.
The first class contains the concepts that are relevant for the found resources and used by the client
to display concepts in the graphical representation of the domain. TheDocumentPack contains the
resources that are recommended by the resource recommender. The ViewerMainPanel retrieves
these objects when a search action is performed. Both theDocumentPack andConceptPack contain
a weight for every item. This weight indicates the relevanceof the resource or concept with relation
to the current search query.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Evaluation

This chapter gives a short summary of the work presented in this document and evaluate the project
and the achieved results. Section 5.2.1 discusses the work in relation to the scenarios presented in
1.1.1. Section 5.3 discusses the result of this research project for the research questions proposed in
section 1.2. Finally, section 5.4 proposes possible futureimprovements to the resource recommender
and possible research questions which emerged from this project.

5.1 Summary

A proposal for a personalized resource recommender using ontology based information models and
dynamically retrieving documents from the Internet is presented in this document. The project started
by defining problems based on user tests performed during a previous project involving OntoAIMS.
By extensively use of metadata available in documents combined with information extraction tech-
nologies, the system is able to recommend resources which will match the interests of the user of an
adaptive information system for educational purposes. Thesystem achieves this by relating concepts
to resources using traditional search technologies. This will solve existing problems with traditional
content management systems, such as limited available resources collected by the course creator, er-
rors in the metadata of the resources and a mismatch between the knowledge level of the user and
the level of the recommended resources. The system automatically retrieves resources from the In-
ternet using web services, coping with the problem of a limited collection of resources created by
the domain author or course creator. On the other hand, collection resources by a course creator is
simplified by removing the requirement of manually annotating resources with metadata and mapping
resources to the various concepts in the domain, since this is automatically done by the system. When
recommending resources to a user, the system will automatically modify the number of resources to
the knowledge level of the user.

In section 1.1.2, problems with existing resource recommender systems are listed. In chapter 2
an analysis is presented of these problems in relation to theexisting OntoAIMS system along with an
approach to solve these problems. Chapter 3 presents the design based on the approach in chapter 2
by integrating search technologies in OntoAIMS and use the available information models in combi-
nation with the user model to create sophiticated queries for these search engines. In this chapter the
integration of several resource collections is described along with a query refinement process using
the user model and the OWL ontology.

An implementation of this design in the OntoAIMS system is presented in chapter 4. Here, the
integration of the Lucene search engine, Yahoo WebSearch API and Google SOAP Search API in the
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existing OntoAIMS adpative information management systemis described. The process of indexing
documents and the implementation of a fast process for extracting concepts from resources is de-
scribed in detail. Furthermore, this chapter explains how the query refinement process is implemented
and how the improved resource recommender is integrated in the OntoAIMS client.

5.2 Evaluation of this Work

This project’s main goal was to investigate the possibilities of personalized resource recommendation
in an e-learning environment. Different approaches are possible for personalization of learner re-
sources recommendation. For example, [12] describes a system for retrieving learning resources from
distributed e-learning environments using query refinement technologies which incorporates user pro-
file information. However, this system only uses existing metadata formats such as Dublin Core does
not retrieve normal web pages from the Internet.

The proposed solution for resource recommendation in OntoAIMS recommends resources by
using personalized search. Queries are refined using information available in the user model and
extended with related concepts extracted from the domain model available in the system. This way,
ambiguous usage of terms in documents are filtered out and theresources recommended to the user are
in accordance to the knowledge level of the user. Additionaly, the personalized resource recommender
uses multiple resource repositories. By combining the different repositories, the recommendation
quality improves. A main repository of information resources is maintained by the system, which
collects resources from the other available repositories and include all available metadata with the
resources.

Usage of web services for searching information resources on the Internet, opens the adaptive
information environment to the Internet and make the large number of resources on the Internet avail-
able to the applicaton. This requires careful selection of resources in order to prevent an overload of
information resources to the user. This is achieved by creating detailed queries limiting the number of
clutter in the search results.

Resources retrieved from the Internet are stored in a local repository on the system which can be
queried very fast. Before resources are indexed in this repository, information extraction strategies are
used to extract concepts from resources and use these concepts to relate a resource to concepts in the
domain.

The implementation in an existing information system requires a deep understanding of the system
in order to integrate the various parts in a reliable and reusable way. The OntoAIMS system, which
was used as a basis for this project, uses a client-server architecture with various agents providing
specific functionality. The resource recommender created during this project was implemented in
two seperate agents. One agent implements the local resource repository and the indexing process
required for adding additional resources to this repository. The other agent implements the actual
recommendation part, consisting of several search engines.

5.2.1 Evaluation of Scenarios

In this section we discusses the scenarios presented in 1.1.1 and evaluate the implications for these
scenarios after the implementation of the improved resource recommender.
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Scenario 1: Recommendation of Pre-selected Documents

This scenario describes the problem of adding resources to acourse or domain by the course creator
or domain author. This paragraph contains the most important part of the description of this scenario:

In existing systems, Andrew can search for the names of the concepts using existing search engines,
such as Google or Yahoo!. However, the results will be very broad and not specific to the concept
represented in the domain. Also the number of documents the search engine will return, can be very
large. Other systems allow to search within a predefined set of documents selected by a course creator.
These documents are typically relevant to the course and explain the basics of the concepts. However,
these documents are presented in an unordered list or ordered by topic. It is not easy to determine
which concepts are related to these documents.

The local collection of resources maintained by the system annotates the resources with the avail-
able metadata. When a resource is added to the local repository, for example by the author of the
domain or the course creator, the system will extract concepts from the resource and add these con-
cepts to the metedata of the resource. This way, a resource can be easily related to the concepts in the
domain. Furthermore, the indexer used for adding the resources to the local collection of resources,
extracts all available metadata from the resource, such as the title, author, a summary and relevant
keywords. Because of this, it is not required that the coursecreator adds the metadata of a resource
manually, reducing the time to create a course and the possibility for errors.

Scenario 2: Automatically Search Documents on the Internet

This scenario describes the problems with searching for resources on the Internet. The main problem
is presented in this paragraph:

Because the author of the domain did not think of more advanced users when collecting documents
on copying files, the system has no available resources on thecopying of files. Obviously, on the
Internet are many resources describing the inner details ofthe cp command and all the available
parameters. Imagine a system that automatically searches for these documents on the internet, using
the available data in the domain combined with the availableinformation the system has on Simon in
a user model. The system can automatically create detailed search queries in order to find documents
which match the knowledgelevel of Simon. The resulted documents should be presented in a similar
way as the documents already available in the system, and automatically mapped to relevant concepts.

In the improved resource recommender, the system will automatically search existing Internet
search engines when a user wants additional resources. The system uses the user model to refine the
query defined by the user. Also, the system is not limited to the resources selected by the course
author. In the latest version of OntoAIMS, the user can clickon a concept and gets a small selection
of relevant resources for a concept. These resources are typically selected by the course creator or
the domain creator. To search for additional resources, including resources located on the Internet,
the user can give a search command by right-clicking on a concept name in the domain browser and
click search. The system will search the Internet using for example Yahooand Google web services,
and additionally searches the local repository of documents. Relevant resources are recommended to
the user, where the current knowledge of the user and the current activity of the user is taken into
consideration.

Scenario 3: Accumulating Feedback of Users when Recommending Resources

This scenario suggests the possibility of taking feedback of users into consideration when resources
are recommended by the system:
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Because the system think the document Andrew was reading, was relevant for the conceptuser,
the next time another user of the system wants information onusers, the document will be recom-
mended again. When Andrew has the possibility to mark the document is not interesting for him, the
system can use this information when another user wants recommended documents for this concept.
However, Andrew has a limited knowledge on the concepts in Linux and wants basic information on
the concept ofusers. Simon, however, wants more in-depth information about theconcepts, and
may think the document Andrew was reading is relevant to the concept ofusers. The system has
knowledge of the conceptualization of the domain for every user, and can relate this conceptualization
when processing the comment of the user on a document. In thisscenario, the system can mark the
document Andrew was reading not relevant for users with a lowlevel of understanding on users in
Linux, but mark it relevant forusers with a more advanced notion of this concept.

This scenario is not yet implemented in the OntoAIMS resource recommender, mainly because
time constraints. This scenario remains intersting, because it has the potential to improve the resource
recommendation feature and makes it possible to personalize the recommendation in a more extensive
way.

Scenario 4: Reading Documents and Searching For More Information

This scenario consists of two parts, the first is an improvement of the presentation of the resources,
the second is on the possibility to use custom queries while searching for relevant resources:

Because Andrew does not know whatnetiquetteare, it is understandable that he wants to get more
information on this. The Linux domain, used by the information environment Andrew is using, does
not contain a concept onnetiquette. However, other documents in the system may have information
on this subject. Imagine that it is possible to search on the word netiquette where the system
takes the level of knowledge on other subjects of Andrew in consideration. It would be much easier
to find relevant documents, than he would search using a standard search engine such as Google or
Yahoo.

Use of custom queries that can be typed by the user was alreadypossible in the implementation of
OntoAIMS available before the start of this project. However, that search possibility was very limited
allowing only to search on concept names. The improvements made to OntoAIMS during this project
allows the user to use free-text queries to search for specific information. These queries are used to
search in the local collection of resources, but also searches the Internet for relevant resources.

5.3 Evaluation of Research Questions

This section shortly discusses the results of this projec related to the research questions proposed in
section 1.2. First, we take a look at the main research questions:

• Personalizing resource recommendation.How can the system recommend resources to the
user based on the knowledge of the user and the needs of the user? This requires methods for
incorporating the user model for recommending resources.

In chapter 3 and 4 the design and implement is described of a personalized resource recom-
mender. Using external search web services providing search possibilities combined with a
local search engine, using Lucene, makes it possible to use detailed search queries to retrieve
resources. Combining the search possibilities with the available enhanced user model available
in for example OntoAIMS, allows a system to recommend resources that are in conformance
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with the knowledge level and preferences of the user. Incorporating an enhanced user model
using the OWL ontology language makes it possible to get detailed information on the user’s
conceptualization of the domain. This information is used when refining queries using the con-
cepts in the domain model.

• Automatically recommend resources from the Internet. While there are usually resources
available in the system which are added by the domain or course creator, in most cases the
number of these resources are limited. How can the sytem acquire additional resources from
the Internet (or other information repositories) while ensuring that the resources are relevant
for the user?

Using external web services based on existing standards gives an application access to external
resources from the Internet. Using the query refinement process described in section 3.4.4, the
system retrieves information resources from the Internet.These resources are added to the local
repository of resources using the indexing process described in section 3.3.3 which annotates the
resources with related concepts and extracts the metadata from the concept to make it possible
to use this information in the search process. Then, the local repository of resources is used
to recommend the resources retrieved from the Internet using Google or Yahoo. This way, the
system can provide a high level of personalization in the recommendation process and ensure
that a resource is relevant for the task the user is doing and the current concept the user wants
to understand.

• Using ontology information for annotating resources.In exsiting adaptive information sys-
tems, authors can add information resources to the system, but usually have to annotate these
resources with as much metadata as possible. This causes errors in the metadata and often
results in incomplete metadata. How can we make this annotation process easier in order to
improve the quality of the metadata and as a result improve the resource recommendation?

The process of relating concepts to resources, described insection 3.3.5, removes the require-
ment to annotate resources manually with relevant conceptsin the domain model. This approach
tries to extract relevant concepts from a resource using search technology combined with as-
pects of information extraction technologies. This approach processes the document in such a
way that it is easy to search a document. The document is searched for every concept in the
domain and the alternative names for the concepts. This way,the system can decide if a con-
cept is relevant for a resource. Section 4.2.4 describes theimplementation of this idea, using
the LuceneMemoryIndex class. While there are possibilities for improvements in this concept
extraction process, the results are very good. The implementation is quite fast considering the
complex nature of the process.

Further, we discuss the other research questions which are not considered main research questions
for this project, but are related to this work:

• Improve the accessibility of information resources.

In OntoAIMS, resources are displayed in the default viewer specified for a resource type. Web
pages are displayed in a standard web browser, PDF documentsin the default PDF viewer and
other resource formats in a viewer configured for that specific type of content. This research
question focusses mainly on resources which represent the information in a textual way, such
as web sites and PDF documents. Especially web pages can be designed in such a way that it is
difficult to read them easily, especially for people suffering from color blindness.
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– Is it possible to improve the visual presentation of the information resources using existing
technologies?

Research is done on extraction of contents from HTML documents, for example by using
theDocument Object Modelfor eliminating non-content information from the document
[17]. Implementing this technology in a system such as OntoAIMS could improve the
accessibility of resources. This solution can only be applied to HTML documents, but
does not improve the accessibility of other document formats. In he current version of
OntoAIMS, no work is done yet on this area. Additional research is needed to define the
main problems with the accessibility of resources.

– How should the user interface of a adaptive information system behave in order to make
it easy to use?

The OntoAIMS implementation has problems with the user interface of the client. Initially, the
idea was to improve the user interface as well during this project, but in the end this turned out
to be rather complex and as a result no real work is done on thisarea.

5.4 Future Work

5.4.1 Improvements to Resource Recommender

This section contains future possible improvements to the OntoAIMS resource recommender and also
to system in general. Some of these problems came up during the research and analysis phase of the
project, but fell outside the scope of this project. Other issues came up during the development of the
resource recommender.

A number of possible improvements in the resource recommender came up during this project,
but could not be implemented due to time constraints:

• Improve concept extraction: The current implementation of the concept extraction process
relates concepts in the domain to resources. However, during this process, the relations between
the various concepts in the domain are not used for improvingthis process. For example,
a concept with the namemore is part of theLinux Basic Ontology. This concept is related to
many resources which contains the wordmoremany times. However, the concept in the domain
refers to themore file operation, so this concept is related to resources whichdo not cover this
concept. By taking the concepts that are linked tomore, for example the OWLclassthat is the
parent ofmore, this problem could be solved. Additional research to the best approach for this
part is required.

• Filter recommendation results: The user model is currently only used for refining the queries.
However, the information in the user model could also be usedto filter the results after the
recommendation process, eliminating resources that are todifficult to understand by the user.

• Improve user interface: The interface of the OntoAIMSviewer is not optimal. User tests
during previous projects shows several usability problemswith the user interface.

• Add additional resource repositories: The current implementation of the resource recom-
mender of OntoAIMS only uses the web search services provided by Google and Yahoo. Ad-
ditional resource repositories could be used to get additional concepts. For example, social
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bookmarking sites or domain specific resource collections which provide an API for accessing
the resources could be added to the system to get additional resources with detailed metadata.

• Consider current task in recommendation: The system already uses much information avail-
able in the system when recommending resources. However, the course structure provides some
additional information which could be incorporated in the recommendation process. Thecur-
rent taskdescribes the task the user is performing and contains a listof concepts which are
relevant for this task. These concepts could be used when refining the query and while indexing
resources.

• Use metadata standards:The indexer of the resource recommender extracts metadata from
documents using rather primitive semantics. Standards such as Dublin Core are not supported.

• Improve code base of OntoAIMS:The current implementation of the OntoAIMS system con-
tains a lot of problematic parts. Hardcoded paths on the filesystem and exceptions that are
catched in a way making it very hard to debug the system are some of the problems which
makes developing on the system a challenging task.

5.4.2 Related Future Research

During this project we came up with ideas which could be researched in the future. This is a non-
exhaustive list of suggestions with topics related to this project.

• Transform OntoAIMS in an agent-based architecture: The current implementation of On-
toAIMS is based on an client-server architecture, with the server implemented as a monolithic
sysem. Considering the fact that the system is build from seperate components, such as the
three information models, a user profile agent, the OWL-OLM system and now the resource
recommender, it would make sense to transform the architecture of the application into inde-
pendent agents with a well-defined interface. Each agent should be provide its own interface
with the outside world, possibily using standard based protocols, such as SOAP. To realize this,
it is required to decouple the various components of the server and define the functionality of
the individual agents.

• Visualization of domain: This topic is related to the improvements on the user interface, sug-
gested in the previous section. Theviewerclient of OntoAIMS implements the domain graph
which visualizes the concepts within the domain and links between the concepts. This rep-
resentation does not support all features that are available in the OWL-based domain model.
For example, the visualization of the domain does not make distinction between classes and
indivuals. Also, in some cases a very large number of concepts is related to a certain concept
resulting in a cluttered graph. A complete overhaul of the visualization part should address these
issues and could possibly include an improved interface to the resource recommendation part
of the client with a more clear relation between the resources and the concepts in the domain.

• Add social tagging feature to resource recommender:Tagging recommended resources by
the users can improve the recommendation process. During this project, we considered this
approach for improving the recommendation process. Due to time constraints, it was decided to
not research and implement this feature. Using feedback of the users could be used to improve
the recommendation process. However, this would require some major changes to the system.
A user interface should be designed for providing a user the possibility to give feedback on a
resource. Also, methodologies should be researched to match the various opinions of the users.
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• Improve personalization of resource recommendation:The user model currently used for
the personalized resource recommendation is not updated during usage of the system. The
enhanced user model is created by the OWL-OLM system during the Dialog Gamewhich
probes the knowledge of the user. Updating the user model during the usage of the resource
recommendation system and while browsing the domain could improve the personalization
of the resource recommendation. Furthermore, there are many possibilities to use the user
model more extensively during the recommendation of resources. As suggested in the previous
section, the user model could be used to filter the list of recommende resources after the system
has searched the various resource repositories. Another possible improvement is to use the user
model to add additional terms to search queries, which are not concept names or operators, but
define other properties of requested resources, such as if itis a tutorial or reference document.

• Implement resource recommender in domain and course editor: The authoring environ-
ment of OntoAIMS, consisting of the domain, course and resource editor, does not use the
resource recommender. Implementing the recommender system into these environmentts can
make the process of selecting resources less difficult. Research needs to be done on this subject.
Some work in this direction is already done by another Masterof Science project [23].
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Appendix A

Source Code Documentation

All the source code developed during this project has been documented using JavaDoc. The docu-
mentation can be found at http://wwwis.win.tue.nl/˜swale/javadoc/index.html
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